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Ham radio
ready for
Y2K bug
Licensed radio amateurs,
operating on emergency power,
will be standing ready on New
Year's Eve to fill gaps in government and vital industrial communications if the Y2K bug
bites as the millennium rolls
over.
Ron Dodson of Frankfort,
the amateur radio emergency
coordinator, said a network of
amateur stations will cover the
state on the amateur high frequency (HF) channel 3960
MegaHertz (MHz) through New
Years Eve and well into New
Years Day.
"This network will be in constant contact with the Kentucky
state Division of Emergency
and Disaster Services and also
with the rest of the nation
through the headquarters of the
Amateur Radio Relay League.
the hams' national organization.'
he said.
Also several local governments have made contact with
local radio amateurs who will
set up very high frequency
(VHF) corn nets employing "twometer' operations. Among them
are Covington, Greensburg.
Nicholasville. Richmond and
Lawrenceburg.

Horse park
prepares for
art exhibit
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Directors of the Kentucky Horse
Park see. _ an liciccifilitig . exhibit
of equine art from China as
ushering in a new era for the
park, and the exhibit is expected to bring unprecedented
crowds.
it's going to change the
way we do business," said Bill
Cooke, director of the Horse
Park Museum and the organizer of Imperial China: The Art
of the Horse in Chinese History, which opens May 1 and
ends Aug. 31.
The exhibit will be a first
for both the art and the Horse
Park. Some of the art has
never been outside China.
The Horse Park has never
undertaken such a huge exhibit — 350 pieces of art, including chariots and life-size soldiers
and horses. It is trying to get
ready for the show and the
huge number of people — as
many as- 400,000 — expected
to view the exhibit.
To make room, the Horse
Park is renovating and adding
gallery space. The Horse Park
hopes fund raising can cover
the $1.5 million price tag of
the event, which includes the
construction and cost of shipping the art.
Cooke and Horse Park director John Nicholson have made
three trips to China to negotiate and plan the deal with Chinese authorities.
Cooke will return to China
in March to officially document.
photograph and seal the objects
Volunteers also are desperately needed to guide tours,
do crowd control, take tickets
or direct parking
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Water from plant reaches creek
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A University of Kentucky study shows
that contaminated ground water
trickling from under the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant has leaked
into a stream that flows into the
Ohio River, according to a newspaper report.
Researchers have discovered
trichloroethylene, a degreasing solvent thought to cause cancer, and

radioactive technetium-99 in Little Bayou Creek, a small stream
that runs through a public wildlife
and recreation area, The CourierJournal of Louisville reported in
Sunday's editions.
Alan Fryar, assistant professor
in the University of Kentucky's
Department of Geological Sciences,
has been studying the ground water
seeping from under the government-

owned plant's property for 3 1/2
years and found the leak.
Technetium-99, a byproduct of
uranium
processing,
and
trichloroethylene are trickling into
the creek in high enough amounts
that a device that pumps the polluted water and treats it is not
catching all the contaminants, Fryar
said.
The shallow creek, which flows
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supporting a $,ariety t wildlife,
including game birds. And a vast
array of plant life grows up to
the edge of the creek.
Quail, deer and rabbit hunting
is permitted in the wildlife area,
and national hunting dog trials are
held there every year.
"I think it's fairly safe to say

III See Page 2

Officials:
Hiring law
needs work
COVINGTON, Ky.-(AP) tucky Education Reform Act,
- The Kentucky Associa- superintendents hired printion of School Administra- cipals. Now school countors will work during the cils hire principals from a
next legislative session to list of recommendations subchange the 1990 law that mitted by district superingave school councils the ten dents. Once hired, the
authority to hire principals. principal is supervised by the
The association wants superintendent.
that power returned to super"They evaluate them,they
intendents.
determine how they do their
School councils could jobs," Young said.
still play an advisory role
"The principals answer
—
but superintendents to superintendents. It only
would have the final author- make sense that the superity over hiring, said Wayne intendent ought to be able
Young, the association's to have someone there that
executive director.
he or she is the most com"It makes sense from a fortable with."
management perspective,"
But some educators are
Young said.
fighting just as hard to keep
"I donl think anybody things the way they are.
else can show a model in School councils are made
private or public where a up of teachers, parents and
CEO doesn't pick top man- the school principal.
agement or doesn't have a
The reasoning behind the
significant role in picking law was to give parents and
top management."
teachers a stronger voice in
The change is one being how their schools operate
sought by the superintend- because they should know
ents' association when the their school needs best.
138 members of 2000 GenSusan Weston, head of the
eral Assembly gather in Kentucky Association of
Frankfort, beginning on Jan. School Councils, said super4, to consider new laws and intendents already have a
changes in old ones.
strong role in selecting prinBefore the 1990 law
passed as part of the Ken- • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
MANY HAPPY RETURNS...A customer returns an item to the Wal-Mart
Supercenter Monday Mtnning at a special returns/refunds area outside the store's Customer Service
department

Terrorist suspects held at border
SEATTLE (AP) — Four people,
including one with suspected terrorist
links, were arrested by the U.S. Border Patrol _at a U.S.-Canada border
crossing, Canadian law enforcement
officials said.
The group — three men and a
woman — was arrested by U.S. officials Sunday afternoon at the Blaine,
Wash., checkpoint, the officials said.

The U.S. Border Patrol and FBI
officials in Seattle and Washington, D.C.,
refused to comment or confirm the
arrests.
Their identities and citizenships were
not known, but the men were in the
United States illegally and had driven
to the crossing from Pennsylvania in
a rental car, said Constable Archie
Alafriz of the Royal Canadian Mount-

ed Police.
The arrests occurred after the woman
parked her car at a duty-free shop on
the Canadian side of the border and
walked across to join them, Alafriz
said.
He said it appeared the Border Patrol
had been monitoring the three men.
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Road crews
set for winter t
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Today...Snow showers devel
oping. Accumulating an inch or
less. High around 40. Southwest wind 10 mph becoming
north in the afternoon.
Tonight...Decreasing
evening clouds...Then clear
overnight. Low around 20. North
wind 5 to 10 mph.

through the West Kentucky Wildlife
Management Area east of the Paducah plant and is open to the public, is not used for drinking water.
The fish in the creek, which in
many places is only six inches
deep, are very small.
But deer and raccoon footprints
seen recently in the soil along the
creek beds testify to the critical
role Little Bayou Creek plays in
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READY TO GO...A Calloway County Road Department truck sits
in front of a mound of
cinders at the department office on Sycamore Street Extended.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
trucks with cinders about a v,eck
Staff Writer
later.
The ladybugs are telling WarThe city has about 130 tons,
ren Hale to expect an early spring or about 25 dump truck loads,
after a mild winter.
said Tom Clendenen, the street
"When you don't see 'em, you department supervisor.
have a winter," said Hale, therCal"Enough to get us threugh two
loway County Road Department pretty good storms," Clendenen
supervisor. His house recently "is said.
covered up with them."
The county road department has
Just the same, Hale and his about 400 tons, or 75 loads, of
city and state counterparts are near- cinders stockpiled, in part because
ly a month into being fully pre- last winter was so mild and few
pared for any snowy or icy weath- cinders were needed, Hale said.
er.
The state's Department of HighTrucks are loaded with cinders ways is taking a different approach.
or salt-based mixtures on one end
Six trucks will have snow plows
and snow plows on the other, bat- and 'equipment that can spread a
teries have been charged and pri- mixture of salt and calcium chlo.
ority lists have been drafted.
ride, said Alan Thomas, branch
-We're sitting on go," Hale manager of the department's Padsaid.
ucah office that oversees Calloway
County.
The road department and MurThe state department has in
ray Street Department crews began
their preparations the first week Calloway County 352 tons of salt
of December. then filled their
See Page 2

New millennium shouldn't pose many problems

WASHINGTON (AP)
New
Public officials said Sunday that
The Y2K problem arises from
Koskinen said prisons and power
York City Police Commissioner the advent of the year 2000 should the fear that
older computers pro- plants had been tested and found
Howard Safir plans to be at Times cause few, if any, problems. Indeed, grammed to read
just the last two to be Y2K compliant. American
Square to herald in the new year. they said Americans should make digits of a
year will misread "00" Hospital Association chairman Fred
Federal Aviation Administrator Jane no more preparations for New as "1900" rather
than "2000." Bil- Brown said he didn't expect any
Garvey will be in the air. Penta- Year's this year than they would lions of dollars
have been spent serious problems at health care facilgon officials will monitor early do for any long winter weekend. to correct
the problem.
ities.
warning satellites with their Russ"Our goal has been to avoid overAn Associated Press poll taken
Most emergency 911 call cenian counterparts.
reaction," President Clinton's top earlier this month found only
ters
5
also are prepared. A DecemAnd hospitals, power plants, air Y2K adviser, John Koskinen, said percent of
respondents expecting ber survey by the National Emertraffic control systems and pris- on ABC's "This Week.""We would major Y2K
problems, down from gency Number Association found
ons should all function normally like people to be prepared for a II percent in
July. The poll's mar- that 98.5 percent considered their
as the year 2000 begins, authori- long midwinter weekend, but we gin of error was
plus or minus 3 equipment Y2K-ready, and others
ties say.
think that's all that's necessary."
percentage points.
ma) have been fixed since then.

The FAA's Garvey said she
would be flying to San Francisco
as the new year began, to show
her confidence that the aviation
system is prepared for Y2K. "All
systems are Y2K compliant," she
said on ABC. "We've tested them
from end to end. We're ready."
Some airlines may cancel international flights to countries that
are not prepared for Y2K, but
most overseas destinations favored
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Einstein Time's
person of century

• New ...
From Page 1
by Americans will not be -among
them. Garve said.
Still, experts caution that while
the United States has made extensive preparations for Y2K. some
other nations are not as well prepared. Sonic countries will wait
until there are ans problems before
trying to correct glitches. Deput
Defense Secretars John Hamre said.
Other countries has e failed to provide detailed information to the
World Bank-funded International
Y2K Cooperation Center. .
Some Russians will be spending New Year's E‘e in Colorado
Springs. Colo.. watching U.S. satellite earl -warning system against
niiile attack
/Lome said he expected the satellite, to show nothing. The computers that guide the missiles and
the satellites are 1'.2K compliant.
"%1e think they will he shosa me minting bec.iuse ‘ke intend 4to
launch. nothing.- 'flame- said . on
ARC "It there ar:: problems it's
not going to lead to a launch con-

BERNARD KANE Ledger 8. Times photo

Y2K READY.. Hank and Edith Hatcher of Johnson Boulevard put up this lighthearted display in
their front yard to express their feelings about Y2K.
kanwhile. the New York City
e force iv-prepared for the
throngs of well-wishers expected
to lam Times Square to celebrate
New Year's. Commissioner Safir

said. Thousands of officers also Liberty and Empire State Buildwill be on the lookout for any ing, he said.
"The most important thing is
possible terrorist activity, taking
extra precautions for well-known for people to go about their busisytnbols such as the Statute of ness normally," Safir said.

• Officials .
_ipals he or she can't work with,"
\Is. Weston said.
•
"Superintendents who say they
change
getting principals they can't
are
conto
get
"The council doesn't
with ;..re either ignorant or
ork
superintendent
the
applicants
sider
dishonest."
doesn't recommend. which means
Teachers and parents also 'want
no superintendent should has c prin-

From Page 1
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the law to stay as it is.
Susan Reagan of the Northern
Kentucky Education Association,
which represents 2,000 teachers in
the region, said teachers don't want
to lose their say on who runs their
schools.

"Teachers know their students,
their schools and their school's community," Ms. Reagan said.
"They would best know the
qualities that an administrator would
need to possess .in order to be
successful atthat.piliticular school."
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of large "A" routes - Kentucky
121 and 94 and U.S. 641 -Thomas
said.
"Our plan is we go out and
work all of the 'A' routes, then
the 'Bs' and 'Cs.— he said.
"B" routes, of which there are
58.78 miles, include Kentucky 783
(Airport/Crossland Road) and 1660
(Hudson Road). among others.

and 5.700 gallons of calcium chloride, a liquid-based chemical effective in 'melting snow and ice at
temperatures lower than that of
salt. Thomas said.
State crews use 400 to 600 tons
of salt in a typical winter. Thomas
said.
"We will be replenishing salt
storage in Calloway County as
The 124 miles of "C" routes
needed." he said, referring to inven- include Kentucky 464, 1429 and
tories in McCracken and Graves
1509, he said.
counties.
The 16 local crew members can
dear all of the roads in a given
priority class in about two hours,
Thomas said. That. is calculated
From Page 1
on one indi or- snow with .the
temperature at 30 degrees and and after the woman met them.
falling or 28 degrees and rising, "the Border Patrol checked with
the FBI to confirm their sourcing
he added.
TOM priority are the 91 miles — the identity of the fellow"

County crews will first clear
curves, hills and, four-way stops.
Hale said. Then, they will clear
secondary roads - Outland School
Road, Van Cleave Road and Poor
Farm Road - that lead to main
roads, he said.
Atop the city's priority list are
the, streets surrounding MurrayCalloway County Hospital - Poplar,
South Eighth. South Ninth. Olive
and Sycamore - Clendenen said.
Next come streets leading to those
thoroughfares, he said.
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atom bomb.
Einstein won the 1921 Nobel
Prize in physics. In 1933. he immigrated to the United States to take a
post at Princeton University. A year
later, the property he left behind in
Germany was confiscated by the
Nazi government because he was
Jewish.
"In a century that will be remembered foremost for its science
and technology -= in particular for
our ability to understand and then
harness the forces of the atom and
universe — one person clearly
stands out as both the greatest mind
and paramount icon of our age: The
kindly, absent-minded professor
whose wild halo of hair, piercing
eyes, engaging humanity and extraordinary brilliance made his face
a symbol and his name a synonym
for genius, Albert Einstein," the
magazine Said.
Einstein was partly responsible
for President Franklin D. Roosevelt's decision to pursue making an
atom bomb. He Wrote a letter to the
president in 1939 warning that Germany could be repeating American
experiments with uranium and suggesting that those experiments
could produce a powerful bomb.
He later said: "If I had only
known. I would have been a locksmith."

NEW YORK (AP) — Albert
Einstein, whose theories faid the
groundwork for 20th century technologies ranging from television to
the atom bomb, has been chosen as
Time magazine's Person of the
Century.
"In a century that will be remembered foremost for its science
and technology.., one person
clearly stands out as both the greatest mind and paramount icon of our
age," the magazine said.
It called Einstein the "kindly,
absent-minded professor whose
wild halo of hair, piercing eyes, engaging humanity and extraordinary
brilliance made his face a symbol
and his name a synonym for genius."
The magazine's Person of the
Century issue was due on newsstands today.
Einstein, born in Germany in
1879, developed the theory of relativity, which rejects the concept of
absolute m&ion and explains why
motion, speed and mass appear different depending on the observer's
frame of reference.
The theory laid the-groundwork
for spectacular technological developments and observations in many
-fields, including gravitation and the
study of the cosmos, and nuclear
fission, which is the basis for the

before all were arrested.
A search by RCMP officers and
a bomb-sniffing dog found no
explosives or suspicious materials
in the woman's car, Alatrit said.

CORN ROSTIMS FAMOUS
STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SOLE
'rigs Is THE SOLE Of THE CENTURY!

cif
nui

From Page 1
that exposure to either compound
is not wise," said Tom FitzGerald, director of the Kentucky Natural Resources Council. "To the
extent you've got this stuff in Little Bayou Creek or any surface
'water, you've got a potential pathway to the public, and that needs
to be addressed."
Fryar's researchers found that the
plume had reached the surface water
in 1998.
The discovery was noted in a
state Department for Environmental Protection newsletter in the fall
of 1998, but the contamination has
not been common knowledge.
Neither the Department of Energy, which controls the plant, site;
nor the United States Enrichment
Corp., which leases and operates
the uranium enrichment facilities:
nor state officials, have said that
contaminants are reaching surface
water.
A copy of the 63-page study
was given to the newspaper under
the condition that it not quote
from the report directly. The study
was supported by the United States
Geological Survey and by the Energy Department and the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Based on water samples taken
from all around the plant site,
researchers have deterthined that the
so-called northwest plume is emptying the chemicals through underground springs into the creek.
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Ray: Clinton
accusation
about leak
was'false'

Astronauts to
make trip home
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP) gyroscopes.
"In my recollection, that's the
— The crew of space shuttle Dismost anomalies that have ever
covery packed up its tools Sunday
and prepared to return home after come up during a spacewalk," asan eight-day mission of repairs to tronaut Steven Smith told reporters
the Hubble Space Telescope that Sunday. "We weren't surprised by
any of them. We were just surNASA declared a success.
prised by how many of them there
Discovery was scheduled to land
were."
at
5:21
Kennedy
Space
Center
at
p.m. EST Monday.
A record nine launch delays
The mission was cut short by forced NASA to cut two days off
launch delays, presented several the mission, and NASA's desire to
challenging repairs and had one of get the shuttle back on Earth before
four scheduled spacewalks can- New Year's Eve made for a tight
celed.
schedule, said astronaut Michael
But four Discovery astronauts Foale.
managed to install almost $70 mil"The pace during the Hubble
lion worth of equipment, including
mission was extremely intricate,"
a computer 20 times faster than its Foale said."We had to do an awful
old one, new gyroscopes, batteries
lot in a very short time."
with voltage regulators to prevent
The fourth planned spacewalk
overheating, a new guidance unit,
had to be canceled, and the astrod d tecorder and radio itinsmitter,
nauts didn't have time to install all
and steel sun shades to protect
six sun shades. NASA :still declared
Hubble from solar damage.
"Obviously this mission was the mission a full success
John Grunsfeld, who twice made
squeezed, between the delayed liftrepairs on Hubble
spacewalking
off and the end of the year," said
mission,
said he was imduring
the
referastronaut Claude Nicollier,
telescope's
condipressed
with
the
ring to the canceled spacewalk. "A
years
in
space,
Hubble
tion.
In
10
• little disappointment, yes, but we
hope to recover from that some has only needed three missions for
servicing.
other time."
Sunday morning, the crew woke
The $3 billion space observatory
stopped working Nov. 13 following up to a recording of Reba McEntire
a series of gyroscope breakdowns. singing "We're So Good ToWithout enough functioning gyro- gether," a request by the wife of piscopes, the telescope could not hold lot Scott Kelly. Before_ liftoff,
steady while focuSiing on stars, gal- ground crew workers had hidden
Christmas items in the astronauts'
axies and other cosmic targets.
The first of the astronauts' three personal lockers to help them celeeight-hour spacewalks was full of brate.
"It was diffeient from a normal
nuisances: stubborn bolts, two gyroscopes that didn't fit easily and Christmas, obvibusly. but special in
difficulty closing the door to some its own way," Kelly said.
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Slander case dismissed
OW'ENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A
Daviess Circuit Court judge has
dismissed former city Finance Director Larry Sabo's, slander suit
against City Manager Ron Payne
and another official.
In his Dec. 20 order, Judge Garland Howard said that even if
Payne and Human Resources/Community Relations Director Alma
Randolph had defamed Sabo, it was
within the scope of their job responsibilities to do so in evaluating
his performance.
"Even if the statements made by
Mr. Payne were false, these statements related to either his recommendations regarding Mr. Sabo's
continued employment or the proceedings regarding this issue and,
therefore, are absolutely protected,"
Howard wrote.
Sabo said Thursday his attorney
had already filed a notice appealing
the ruling to the Sixth Circuit Court
of Appeals.
"I find it very curious." said
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Sabo, who is now interim general
manager at Windridge Country
Club.
Sabo, who was city finance director for just over 19 months until
his dismissal in September 1998,
has claimed in a separate action
that he should have been entitled to
a civil-service hearing based upon
his length of service.
Howard also ruled against Sabo
in that case, which is under review
by the appeals court.
Payne allegedly made false
statements to the city commission
as it considered giving Sabo a permanent civil-service appointment.
The review was based upon two
surveys in which employees were
asked to evaluate Sabo's management skills, the order said.
Randolph allegedly slandered
Sabo after he refused to side with
her in a dispute involving Human
Relations Commission Executive
Director Bill Nixon in November
I 997.
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WASHING ION (AP) — Independent Counsel Robert Ray says
the White House is trying to undermine his investigation of the president and first lady by wrongly accusing Ray's office of leaking information to the media.,
In an appearance last Thursday
on CNN's "Larry King Live.President Clinton was asked about
a Washington Post story that said
the Clintons were considering seeking government reimbursement for
their legal fees. Clinton denied that
he is considering that and added:
"I think that it (the stor‘) was
leaked from the independent counsel's office. That's the way: the
story read to me."That claim is false.- Ray responded in a statement Friday.
Times
photo
&
KANELedger
BERNARD
"This is yet another attempt. in an
TIME TO PRACTICE.. Yuan Wang, a student at Murray Elementary School, takes advantage
ongoing effort by the White House.
of Sunday's warm weather to get in a little tennis time at the Murray State University courts. •
to impugn the integrity of a duly.
constituted law enforcement investigation through false accusations...
Ray's Statement was his first
public criticism 1)1 a comment by
the president.
NEW YORK (AP) — Buying Council of Shopping Centers, a prices on hundreds of toy s, includRay said that White House
ing Hot Wheels cars and Game Boy spokesman Joe Lockhart was told
resumed as soon as Christmas was New York-based trade group.
This year, however, many mer- video games.
over as shoppers crowded the na"authoritatively- . befOre Clinton
tion's stores, lured by the deep dis- chants won't have to rely as heavily
Mireille Suied saw the discounts made the allegation in his taped TV
counts retailers were offering to on a surge in late December to advertised in her local newspaper interview that prosecutors were not
clear out excess holiday merchan- achieve respectable sales since and quickly dashed out of her _ the source of the leak.
they've had a strong Christmas.
house to get dibs on the goods at
dise.
Asked Sunday about Ray's
"So many stores have made their Filene's in Boston. Just after 7
Many sought out bargains on
statement, Jim Kennedy of the
items Santa didn't bring them, sales goals for the season already, a.m., she made hes!: first purchase: a White HOttse.counsel's glace:said- --while others did late gift buying. that this week is just icing on the men's black turtleneck for $14.99. - Ray's office had not contacted
Some even stretched their shopping cake," said Tom McCracken, gen- marked down from $32.
Lockhart.
eral manager at the SunValley • At the Jersey Gardens mall in
budgets by using gift certificates.
"We're doing our job working
"I know that I can get better Shopping Center outside San Fran- Elizabeth, N.J., shoppers were seen on the nation's business" and "they
deals after Christmas so that's cisco, which had its best holiday eying the 50 percent off signs at the should stick to doing their job,"•
Nautica store and the two-for-one
when I do all my shopping," Paul season ever this year.
said Kennedy.
But retailers still would like sale at Bath & Body Works.
Dillon said Sunday as he shopped
Ray's office has several tasks
"I bought a jacket for my daugh- before it — including .a final report
at the Seminole Towne Center just those registers to keep jingling
through the new year, and many ter. and I'll probably -spend another
north of Orlando.
on the Whitevvater investigation
"Everyone knows that's when I hope their big end-of-season sales $150 on clothing because of the and a decision on Whether to seek
sales,- said Susan Dubow, who indictment of the president after he
do it, so no one expects anything add to the bottom line.
Every big department store made her first purchase of the day
from me until after the after-Christleaves office regarding his sworn
chain — from Macy's to Sears to at Tommy Hilfiger.
mas sales.".
statements'in the first six months of
With cold temperatures blanketThe buying binge in late Decem- J.C. Penney — offered clearance
1998 regarding former White
ber has helped retailers in prior sales, as did some cybershops. ing much of the country, many
House intern Monica Lewinsky.
America Online featured sale items shoppers were grabbing up wool Clinton finally admitted to a sexual
years make up for disappointing
from
many of its 275 merchant sweaters and pants, as well as relationship with Ms: Lew insky afsales before Christmas. In fact,
shoppers did II percent of their partners. while eToys slashed heavy coats, scarves and gloves.
ter seven months of denials.
buying after Christmas last year,
according to the International

Sales bring out shoppers

Let us deliver to you
a Holiday Special!

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
EVENIN6
Pick 3:
8-7-8
Pick 4:
0-5-0-9
Cash 5:
5-10-17-24-34

BUY 1 PIZZA AT REGULAR PRICE,
GET THE 2ND PIZZA (of equal value or less)
Not good with any
other specials.

FREE!

Expires
12/31/99
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Street
1E
.
7
Shell

753-6656

Senior Circuit
Presented by

Glendale Place
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Christy Matting'\
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CHOOSING YOUR
PARENTS WISELY?
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One popular myth surrounding
aging is that the secret to successful aging is to choose your parents
wisely. It is a mistake, however, to
think that a person's genetic predisposition is equivalent to genetic
"control" of life expectancy. In
fact, with rare exceptions, only
about 30% of physical aging has
genes as its culprit. And, only
about half of the changes in mental
function can be laid at the doorstep
of heredity. This leaves substantial
room for healthy lifestyle to protect
the mind and body. As we grow
older, genetics becomes leImportant and environmental factors more important. Being overweight and having- hypertension
and high cholesterol, for instance.
are more likely due to environmental and lifestyle factors, not genes.
GLENDALE PLACE. 905
Glendale Road, is an independent
living rental retirement community
where you can enjoy all of the
comforts of home, plus the added
advantages of living among peers
who share your interests. With
activities in abundance, you can be
as active and social as you like, or
ou can relax in the privacy of your
own apartment. The choice is
yours. Monthly rent includes 2
meals Mon.-Sat. & brunch on Sun:
housekeeping; and use of the
Activities Center, Crafts Room,
Library, and Beauty/Barber Shop.
For more information and to schedule a visit, call 759-1555.
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All of our clucks are in a row
for the Year 2000.
The Murray Bank has been fully committed to addressing the Year 2000
computer problem. Our goal is to ensure that our systems will handle the
new century date change smoothly so you will not be inconvenienced.
As of June 30, 1999, we have completed testing and have all the necessary
system changes implemented as required by federal bank regulators. They
have evaluated our bank's readiness for Year 2000 to confirm that we meet
established readiness guidelines, and they are closely monitoring the
readiness of bank data service providers.
Our bank will continue to face
the Year 2000 computer
challenge head on in our effort
to ensure "business as usual"
for you in the new year.
1000 Whitnell Road
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC
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Debates stray from truth
\Pi ---- It
WASHI\
sounded tioni the latest Democratic presidential debate as it indeendent scholars endorse Bill
Biadlev *s health plan oy Cr Al Gore's
and that Republicans were all to
hiame when campaign tmance
icloun tell short early in the Cliii-

ban,
Md.
and
gr&
1
mar

AP ANALYSIS

soni

CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer

fl

Hie reality is not that simple
Sund.o.'s debate on NBC's "Meet
the Press" featured misspoken histop. as well as campaign inspired
:'search dressed up- in the day ls
rhetoric to look oh),,,,use
Bradley. attacked on health t...irc
51,:e president said his FOrWs.li covers tar Mot:: people than
(.;,qe's does He cited as es'deuce
\aid
a -stud% last week by
,ind Stanford."
top
X on: study by those
„toile
universities' Hardly'. It
by three economic ads 'set, 1,, the
Bradley campaign. two ot a hom
work at liars ard and tant rd
For his part. Gore hlan
Republican Senate malorit\ tOt
NIX1d1110 m the way of coons to
clean up the system ot
financing in 1993. But Democi.
ere in control then - ol
Senate. the House and the
istration mi which he has he.n
\ice president since Januar\ it
That year
!hanks to a tormat that permitted
1.. ,L11.!n tollow -up questions bY mod..rat,r Iim Russert as well .,t• hak:kthe
:Hd-totth between the ii' al
r-inti:datt.., wene called to account
has e
'inc statements that w
gone unchallenged in
re tornla, debates
For example. Gore de, ited flats that budget surpluses .:ould be
ertam it he became
"rni committing iii sw, :uses." he
In every
said "I'm commuting
bud ,2et that I prop se in ,: I ,, -re

esidency. we w ill pay down the
national debt Gore backed down in a blink
\1
/
4 hen asked about the prospect of
an iiti'rL'seCi ClisiS, such as war.
he said "It there's
'Ni'. ot
a national crisL,. then all bets are
Ott
Bradt,'\ v.-a, more spen than
(lore to the pos,,bilit y that the eeon.
omy could ta, k in the tuture and
throw 1,1! a,,::11plions underlying
his spending rlans
\ en so. Bradley retreated into
that handy co‘cr used by leaders
kkho don't 1kant to speculate about
paIntul choices, such as raising
the Social Security retirement age
herletlt,̀. He NOLL Id seek
,r
it "otratttsan approach-to -the problem
I he candidates were not brought
K to earth on all occasions.

ranc senator to vote for it.

Ie

went on.
Republicans vi on control ot the
Senate and House in the November 1994 elections.
Se\ eral campaign finance proposals were passed in 1993 with
at least some Republicans in support and some Democrat's dissenting.
In a battle of dueling, studies,
Gore went after Bradley on the costs
and scope of his plan to expand
health coverage. Gore cited "independent analyses" to hack him up,
including a study by an Emory
University professor who is a former Clinton-Gore administration
official.
•
GO-re has- used Thal study in the
past. but this time he dropped 4
new name as an "independent"
— Martin Feldstein.
Feldstein. a Harvard professor
ho has criticized .Bradley's plan
Bradley said that as a senator
t:oin New JeNQ.. he urged the in The Wall Street Journal, is a
admil.,Istration to push campaign former Reagan administration offihuic
ItTlathe reform,' in 1993. when cial and has been advising Texas
presidential
campaigning
durwas,
(
.
',ov. George W. Bush's campaign
Dein,,c rats \/14 cre in control ot both
%keel: V.ould have
ing
Christmas
presidential
Republican
Congress
for
the
houses ot
"been dismissed .as wasted effort,
miminatikm.
-NOV. I t.1011.t k110‘.1. It you were
worthy of political grinches when
But Gore's favorite studies, at
it the Loop or not." Bradley told
most people are in a holiday mood.
not
least.
by
people
sserc
written
;ore :But the tact ot the matter
Not now. with the first yoting of
helping him directly..
is that no action took place."
the
2000 campaign coming less than
BradleY's "HarYard and Stan"Because ail it the Republimonth
after the presents are
a
last
\vas
released
week
study
cans \,,ted against it.- Gore replied. ford"
unwrapped.
'And the' coniT,illed the Senate." by his campaign_ Authors include
The candidates. Republicans and
- A\ here
the ettort made. David Cutler of Harvard and Alan
stayed at it in Iowa
Democrats.
Ai. ;,io
helped
Bradley asked. repeat- Gerber ot Stanford. Both
Bradley put together the health ,and New Hampshire with only a
',ear
4
da or ,to off to get home for
plan in the first place.
\\C 1.!ot. C\
N1111.!le DCMOCChristm5s Eve. Stime w ill be back
uffiIieru4d'LA Lars Th
crowds at their rallies and forums
were not down noticeably.
It may be Christmas. but the
end.
1)ec. 21
contestants aren't taking much of
,Charles Su.huh, the talented ,ii list who has made
Herald. on- domestic tertirand Forks ,
a holiday. And their parting
audiences
of all generations laugh for. 50 years.
rorism:
exchanges are not of gifts.
It i ,uld he natural to ted a little tier\ ,itis about has decided to wrap up a brilliant career drawing
"Does he want to debate on
1:11 , .1•1•11L right ttoss. cspcialis alter t S Castom "Peanuts" cartoon strips
Christmas Day. too?" said DemoSchulz is an icon. He touched more lo.es and
,,aaght
tring to bring e\plosi‘e
crat Bill Bradley. mocking Vice
::,iien,ii int., the ,..untr.r - ( h- course, it i• impor- entered more homes than sonic United States presPresident Al (iore's constant
tant to be ,...katLiitul Enemies ot the t muted States idents. He touched parents. children. grandparents
demands for more campaign
with his humor in
arc
in the ‘korld. and there are enemies ot ---- all generations at once
debates.
the tunny papers.
order abroad inside the .Li untr‘
Not quite.
Can we sury iye v‘ithout Peanuts? Good grief.
But there's not much time for
\*. the same time, rca•on and the season demand
normalk in yes. But it won't be as much fun.
heha‘e wilt coillidenee
political peace on those parts of
thaT
the earth holding presidential cau:her words
cuses and primaries early in 2000.
Dec. 21
Lurtall ordmars aLusines vsould he to ••11rIowa in caucuses on Jan. 24, New
The Florida Times-Union of Jacksonville, on
,L,-1,1cr. So. a heightened sense ot a\.sareness. a
Hampshire in the first primary on
t:ghtening01 sci. urmir -- these are appropriate reat.- anti-religious nit-picking:
Feb. I.
There apparently is no limit to anti-religious
Nor was it a week of goodwill
Let's not let them destroy the holida ys, hi \\ among these men, with both the
The American Civil Liberties Union. wants an
Cs er
The cold weather is a tar greater threat to
Democratic and the Republican
and there's nothing ottiL ials /14-01 do injunction to keep an Indiana school from posting
.indi‘'duals
turning harsher than
competition
of
conduct.
up
against
'11
-point
code
the an
twin that. Bundling
to protect
before. The mutually scornful "Meet
Among the rules: "Trust in God." "respect
vi td dtilt..stocking our cars \Aut. sur‘v,al kits.
the Press" debate Sunday between
th...se are authority." "honor your parents and family mem.•ing good. sense wht.'m setting out
Vice President Al Gore and rival
bers" and "save sex for marriage."
.reps ‘..ke all need to take
Rill Bradley set the tone.
The ACLU says that code violates the separaBradley elaborated in Iowa:
tion of church and state -- and probably would
- Dec. 16:
believe - the politics of
"The)
The Marion (Ohio) Star, on the retirement eYen without the "trust in God" part 'because it
manipulating the truth
distortion
and
Commandtoo
Ten
similar to the
still would he
of an American icon:
is
to
succeed. That's the
the
way
to
hiqor.
i
.:`)out
\meriLan
A great
Washington way and I reject it."
But the former New Jersey senator is no longer the amiable rival
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Campaign breaks short

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Writer
rebuttals to Gore. The vice president said he wasn't going nega
five. just citing differences. "When
I point out these shortcomings. I
tbink that's what democracy ought
to, be .about," he said.
So, too,—in- -the -5ix-Landitlate
Republican contest, with front,running Gov. George W. Bush telling
The Boston Globe that after the
holidays, he's going to start emphasizing his differences with Sen. John
McCain. who has been coming on
strong in New Hampshire. "There's
a feisty.side of me that you haven't
seen yet.- said Bush.
"I know this is getting very
intense," McCain said in South
Carolina, which holds its Republican primary Feb. 19, before his
holiday break. McCain said he
won't go negati‘e. and would be
sad if Bush did.
McCain's campaign web page
had a new headline: "Frontrunner
Meltdown?" And a caricature of
N1cCain as the sun, with a melting block of ice below. marked
GWB.
Plus an Internet survey question: "Do you think George W.
Bush's falling poll numbers are
causing him to break his 'Posi
tive campaign' pledge?"
Bush hasn't really said anything against McCain. But negative -campaigning is a negative in
the polls, so the candidate who
can suggest that the other guy is
doing it could benefit.
Steve Forbes, who has softened
the attack ad tone he took in the
1996 campaign. put radio com-

mercials on the air in Iowa and
New Hampshire Tuesday that hardened his line against Bush. quoting consetYative commentaries
denouncing his tax cut proposal.
Bush already has been taking
attack ad hit.S-Tfoni interest groups,
on such topics as his environ-,
mental record in Texas, and his
refusal to pledge that he would
appoint only abortion opponents
as federal judges. A fringe candidate in New Hampshire has just
gone after him personally in a.TV
ad claiming that Bush once used
cocaine, which is unproved. Bush
has never said he didn't use it.
Democrats Gore and Bradley,
meanwhile, were arguing in Iowa
about school and farm programs.
Gore said in Ames that Bradley
doesn't understand agriculture policy and was "antifamily farmer"
until he began campaigning for
president. Bradley countered that
the administration hasn't done
enough about the stagnant farm
economy. "After seven years, the
vice president has offered nothing
more than negative. attacks- and
distortions," he said.
The vice president also proposed a $50 billion plan for universal preschool education. "I think
it's important to have a bold plan
and I don't think you can nibble
around the edges," Gore said, echoing what Bradley has been saying
about him.
As McCain said, it's getting
intense.

the campaign resumes next year.
Dec. 21:
Why not try something like the old-fashioned
The New York Times, on the presidential
debate, with the format left up to the candidates
debates:
'themselves, volleying back and forth with state... Throughout the season there have been two
types . of debates among the candidates. In one ments and questions?
Mr. Gore was right to say that more debates
popular setting. the so-called town-meeting format.
the -questions are asked by regular voters who would be better for the public. It would also facilsometimes cut through the policy verbiage but itate understanding to make the television time
available free.
sometimes digress into self-indulgent tangents.
There is a role for television ads and stump
. The other -format has been to turn the debate
over to a star . network correspondent like Tim speeches, but there is no substitute for give-andRussell, Ted Koppel or Tom Brokaw. creating the take among candidates emphasizing their differodd effect of the politicians competing with some- ences with each other.
That is what a political campaign is supposed
one who is a bigger star than they.
More experimentation might be in order when to he.
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Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
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(502) 753-1927.
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Who said 'Yes' at Columbine in question
Treman (Clint) Shekell
Treman (Clint) Shekell, 84, Murray, died Friday, Dec. 24, 1999, at 8:27
p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A 32nd degree mason, he was a member and former master of Signet
Lodge No. 555 of Free and Accepted Masons in Detroit, Mich. He was a
member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Merle Shekell, and four brothers, Aubrey Shekel!,
John Shekel!, James Shekell and Jody Shekel], all preceded him in death.
He was the son of the late Harry Shekell and Cora Dilde Shekel!.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Ruth Beavers and husband, James, Detroit; one son, Daryl Shekell and wife, Virginia, Odenton,
Md.; one sister, Mrs. Melba Todd, Murray; one brother, Freeman Shekell
and wife, Louis, Detroit; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; two
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Bill Miller will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday). Masonic rites will also be tonight at 6 p.m. at the funeral home.

Mrs. Versie Treas
Mrs. Versie Treas, 96, Hazel, died Friday, Dec. 24, 1999, at 10:55 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Curtis Treas, preceded her in death. Born Nov. 24, 1903,
she was the daughter of the late John Charlton and Asslee Brandon Charlton. Also preceding her in death were four sisters, Dozie Ellis, Bessie Myers, Stella James and Calcie Cooper, and two brothers, Toter Charlton and
Grover Charlton.
A retired homemaker, she was a member of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Treas is survived by one sister, Mrs. Genova Lassiter, Hazel, and
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral was Sunday at 3 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. The Rev. Jack Dickerson and the Rev. Bob Saywell officiated. Burial was in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery with Miller Funeral Home of Hazel in charge of arrangements.

LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) —
For 13-year-old Sara Evans, the
story of Cassie Bernall professing
her belief in God shortly before she
was killed at Columbine High
School was the defining moment
that led to her faith.
"After we attended a memorial
service (for Columbine victims), I
turned my life around," said Evans,
a volunteer at Trinity Christian
Center, where funerals were held
for four of the 13 victims.
Heather Johnson, another 13year-old volunteer, said the affirmation is "an inspiration."
"It makes me want to strive to
live better," she said. "I'd want to
have enough strength to say 'yes'
for God."
Witnesses had said 17-year-old
Bernall closed her eyes and clasped
her hands in prayer when one of the
gunmen pointed a shotgun at her
and asked if she believed in God.
Yes, she said — and he killed
her.
The story turned Bernall into a
martyr who had found God after
falling in with the wrong crowd,
dabbling in the occult and experimenting with drugs.
But eight months after the April
20 shooting attack, the picture has
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Religious experts said attempts
to clarify the confusion surrounding
the stories of Christian faith actually could help embed the story in
religious circles.
"This rethinking can be chalked
up to media scrutiny, which I think
the faithful would dismiss as a
cynical attempt to debunk the

umbine Redemption. But he
stopped when one witness later said
he could not remember what happened. Plough Publishing Co. also dis
cussed conflicting accounts from
witnesses in its book, "She Said
Yes: The Untikely Martyrdom of
Cassie Bernall," written by her
mother, Misty Bernall.
"Had We known how big the •
controversy would become, Uni
sure we would have given it more
space," said editor Chris Zimmer-man.
A more detailed picture of Harris and Klebold emerged earlier this
month when Time magazine published a story on videotapes the two
made before the shooting spree.
Among_ other things, the tapes
captured their disdain for Christians.
"What would Jesus do!,'' KIebold said, mocking a phrase popular among religious youths. He
made a face at the camera and then
yelled, "What would I do?
B0000sh!" as he mimicked a shotgun blast at the camera.

SUBSCRIBE

CI cP

Mrs. Mary C. Rogers
Mrs. Mary C. Rogers, 88, formerly of Jackson House, Paducah, died
Friday, Dec. 24, 1999, at 7 p.m. at Southgate Health Care Center, Metropolis, Ill.
She had retired after 34 years of service with Claussner Hosiery Mill,
Paducah. She was a member of Oaklawn Baptist Church.
Her husband', Rex M. Rogers, one sister, Ethel Phillips Geurin, and
three brothers, Elbert Phillips, Brent Phillips and Fred Phillips, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Joe T. Phillips and
Maggie Miller Phillips of Calloway County.
Survivors include one son, Joe Rogers, and one granddaughter, Mrs.
Ginger Mitchell, both of Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Marie Housden, Murray; one brother, J.T. Phillips and wife, Mary Louise, Lakeland, Fla.; two
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home,Paducah. The Rev. Thomas Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

story,— said Randall Balmer, professor of American religious studies at Barnard College. In some
ways, it may make the faithful dig
in a little bit deeper and resist those
attempts."
Jefferson County sheriff's
spokesman Steve Davis said the
story shifted because witnesses
were confused in the terror of running, hiding or playing dead to
avoid Harris and Klebold.
Scott was shot outside the
school, while Bernall and Schnurr
were in the second-floor library
when the gunmen stormed in and
opened fire. In all, 12 students and
a teacher were killed, and the teenage gunmen killed themselves.
Schnurr said she was blown out
from underneath a table by a shotgun blast.
"Oh my God, oh my God, don't
let me die," she said.
One of the gunmen asked her if
she believed in God and she answered "yes," crawling away as he
reloaded.
Schnurr suffered 34 wounds, but
has recovered to go on to college.
Darrell Scott, father of Rachel
Scott, told a story of his daughter
professing her faith shortly before
dying as part of his ministry, Col-

become muddied. Authorities no's
say it was survivor Valeen Schnurr
who professed her belief to gunmen
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold. A
similar story has also emerged
about Columbine survivor Rachel
Scott.
Among Christians, however,
some say the question is irrelevant.
"It doesn't matter who said it or
if no one said it,'' Evans said. "But
if people believe in God, that's
what's important."
Doug Clark, director of field
ministries of San Diego-based National Network of' Youth Ministries, said he encourages other students to follow the teens' example
of boldness.
"Mincing words over what was
said in the library is a minor part,"
Clark said. -The greater part is how
they lived their lives, and it's not
going to change anything."
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O.D. Parrish

•,<

The funeral for O.D. Parrish will be today at I p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Thomas Lax, Steve Lax, Alton Collins, Sammy
Kimbro, David Hillinberg_and Daniel Underwood. Burial will follow in
the Walter Parkef Cemetery
Mr. Parrish, 76, New Concord, died Thursday, Dec. 23, 1999, at 11:20
p.m. in the Cardiac Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired commercial fisherman, he was a member of Blood River Baptist Church. '
His wife, Mrs. Sarah Agnes Parrish, and one daughter, Patsy Price, preceded him in death. Born Feb. 27, 1923, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Noel Parrish and Clara Robbie Parrish.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Kelso and husband, Jerry,
Lynn Grove; two sisters, Mrs. Wanda Eldridge and husband, Glen, Almo.
and Mrs. Jean Wheeler, New Concord; one brother, Warren Parrish, New
Concord; three grandchildren. Mike Parrish, Dessie Davis and Sarah
Davis, all of Murray.
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Nike co-founder dies
PORTLAND, Ore.(AP) — Bill
Bowerman, the Oregon track coach
who invented the modern running
shoe and co-founded Nike, has
died. He was 88.
Bowerman died in his sleep Friday night or early Saturday at a retirement home in Fossil, Nike
spokesman Scott Reames said.
Bowerman, who coached at the
University of Oregon from 1949 to
1972, experPmented with different
cushions and layers of material to
give his runners an edge. In the late
1960s, he pressed foam rubber into
his wife's waffle iron, and the modem distance-running sole was born.
In 1964, Bowerman was approached by one of his former runners, Phil Knight, about an offer he
had to begin selling Japanese-made
running shoes in the United States.

"I put up half the original money
and it wasn't much," Bowerman
once said."We put up $500 apiece
and we got these Japanese shoes ...
They weren't very good shoes."
The operation evolved into Nike
— named for the Greek goddess of
victory — which became a multibillion-dollar shoe and apparel
company.
Knight, the Nike chairman, has
called Bowerman the biggest influence on his life after his parents.
"He was for so many of us a
hero, leader and most of all
teacher," Knight said.
The company announced in October that a silhouette of Bowerman
in his old Tyrolean hat would ap- pear on Nike running shoes, along
with a smaller "swoosh," the company's trademark symbol.
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Set Approved By Phone Before Yee Com In
By Collie. 1-8774374965 (We-Say O.K.)
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'Don't Worry About Past Credit Problems 'Don't Be Concerned About Your Current Pay Off

This new automated credit system allows you to get approved over the phone before you come in.

All credit applications will be accepted!

When we make a deal, we'll pay off your trade no matter what you owe!

OVER 200 VEHICLES ON HAND, OVER 2 MILLION WORTH OF INVENTORIES WILL BE DISPOSED OF.
Choose from Fords, Chevrolets, Toyotas, Nissans, Dodges, Geos, Chryslers, Buicks, Oldsmobile & mores
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LIKE NEW PRE—OWNED CARS, VANS & TRUCKS!

5

This is a Gigantic Opportunity!
BRING CURRENT: Payment Stub • Home Phone Bill and Drivers License
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Hazel winners announced

JO'S DATEBOOK

V. inners ot the home decorating contests tor residents of Hazel have
announced by the members of the Hazel Woman's Club.
111 -coniest is for residents only, in the citY limits of Hazel. Winners are
as tollows:
1 - mst place - David Landis. 405 Third Si.. won
',.•.otitt place - the Rev. and Mrs. Gene Burkeen. 641. South. worr$50:
I had place - Mr. and Mrs. James Raspberry, 206 Maple St , won.$25.
I he dub members expressed appreciation to all the residents of Hazel
he mans decorated homes. One member said "it was the most fun
checking out all of the homes,"
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Alexander and Lewis
honored at reception
The WestWood 4-H Club held a Variety Show was the topic disreception in honor of Whitney Al- cussed by Joshua Lewis.
Wesley Alexander spoke about
exander and LaShawna Lewis on
Dec. 4 at 2:3G p.m. at the Univer- the State Fair and the Bicycle Rodeo.
sity Church of Christ.
The Food-a-Rama was discussed
Alexander and Lewis were
Heather Ferguson. Ann Ferguby
honor for achieving their silver and
spoke about the sewing class,
son
bronze awards.
Less is, a teen leader, talked and Audrey Ferguson about the
about "The Issues Conference- she Fashion Review.
attended in November.
Christmas games were played
Emily Futrell spoke about the
field trips to the Wrather West followed by the singing of ChristKentucky Museum. Clara Eagle mas carols.
Janet Dees was in charge of reArt Gallery and the Murray Art
freshments. A poinsettia and gifts
Guild.
The Calloway County Fair was from friends and family were given
discussed by Jacinda Lewis. The to the honored girls.

Project Archaeology
Workshop scheduled

Special Discount
for Brtggs &
Stratton
Employees
& Spouses

Fl

305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray
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We hope each of you had a wonderful holiday weekend.
When our parents were alive we always had Christmas Eve with
my parents and Christmas Day with his parents. Being one of four
children and the only one living here, it was just our family most of
the time with my parents. J.B., being one of seven living children,
and most of them living in driving distance, it was usually from
20 to 30 people or more there.
Families are so important. Of course, we have disagreements,
but then later wonder why we were so upset.
We here at the office were so excited to have the baby, Ryker Alexander Wilson, born Dec. 21 to our managing editor, Amy Wilson,
and of he and his mother getting to go home on Christmas Eve to
be with Mike and Austin. Another of our co-workers has just announced her baby is due in August. 1 won't mention her name, because she w ill want to tell you about it later.
HONORED - Whitney Alexander, left, and LaShana Lewis are
pictured with the special cakes made for them at a reception
by Westwood 4-H Club at the University Church of Christ.

SPECIAL FEATURE - Melva Cooper. right, presented the spec
lel 'feature on -Door Decorations for Christmas" at the Dec.
'17th luncheon of the Christian Women's Club of Murray at Calloway Inn Restaurant. Mrs Cooper. employed at Crass Furnilure. is a former chairman of the women's club. At left is her
mother, Katherine Ray who attends the monthly club luncheons regularly
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Wickliffe Mounds Research pology ).
Project Archaeology provides
Center. a program of Murray State
University. will host the first Pro- information about local archaeject Archaeology workshop in Ken- ology and regional history. It suptucky for area educators Feb. 19. 20 ports the existing KERA guideand 21.
lines. including hands-on activities.
Project Archaeology is a na- Teachers have the opportunity earn
tional heritage education program
professional development credit.
designed to reach students to appreProject Archaeology is also deciate and protect the nation's rich
signed as an educational workshop
heritage.
cultural
for scout leaders, local historians
Sponsored by the Bureau of
and
amateur archaeologists. A
Land Management. Project Archaeworkshop fee of $60 will cover inology was developed in 1990.
struction book and materials.
Since that time, over a dozen states.
For more information or to regincluding Kentucky, have adopted
the program. In Kentucky, it is ister, telephone Carla Hildebrand at
sponsored by the Kentucky Ar- 1-270-335-3681 or 3-mail
chaeological Survey (jointly ad- vvmounds4f hrtc.net. Wickliffe
ministered by the Kentucky Heri- Mounds Research Center is located
tage Council and the University of at 94 Green St. on Highway
Kentucky. Department of Anthro- 51/60/62 in Wickliffe.
0

t Millennium
Madness

Singles(SOS)scheduled to meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)is scheduled to meet Tuesday
at 7 p.m. in the Senior Citizens area of Weaks Community Center (rear
entrance): The SOS is a singles' support group for any person whether
divorced, widowecl or never married. For information call Vicky at
759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-T/54.
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Hardin TOPS plans meeting
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Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter No. 495 will meet
Tuesday at Hardin Public Library. Weigh-in will be at 5 p.m. and the
meeting will start at 6 p.m. For,information call Brenda Duncan at 7538966.
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Library will not have story hours
Calloway County Public Library will not have Baby and Adult
Group and Toddler and Adult Group on Tuesday, and Parents and Two
and Story Hour on Wednesday this week. The city and county schools
are not in session, so the children's events are canceled.
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Moms In Touch will not meet
Moms in Touch international, a prayer support group, will not meet
on Dec. 28 and Jan. 3. The group usually meets at First Presbyterian
Church each Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. For information call DeeDee Cohoon at 759-9778 or Ginger Leavell at 759-4732.
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SCV camp meeting tonight
Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the conference room of First United
-Methodist ChUrth.-Th-egroup will be making P-Firis-fOrille Lee-Jackson
supper in )anuary. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sandy
Forrest at 753-9688.

Fibromyalgia group will meet
Fibromyalgia Support Group will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Glendale Place dining room, Glendale Road, Murray. This is open to all interested persons. For information call Jeannie Hutson at 762-1537 or
Marlane Newell at 753-0043.
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Health Express stops listed
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops this
month. The express will be on the courtsguare in downtown Murray
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Wednesday; and at the
Puryear Baptist Church. Puryear, Tenn., from 8:30 a.m. to noon on Friday. On Thursday from 9 to 11 a.m. the express will be at the Senior
Citizens Center in Weaks Center to check blood pressures and blood
sugars.
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West View lists activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU time at 6:30
p.m. on Tuesday; Bible Class at 10 a.m., Room Games at 10:15 a.m.
and December birthday party at 2 p.m. on Wednesday.
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YMCA accepting registrations
Murray YMCA is in the process of accepting registrations for the
Winter Basketball League. Registrations must be turned into the
YMCA by Dec. 31. For further information contact the front desk of
the Murray Family YMCA at 759-9622. Packets of information are also
available with registrations forms at the front desk.

Parents Anonymous will meet

,
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Parents Anonymous is scheduled to meet tonight(Monday)at 6 p.m.
For more information call 753-0082.
"Instructors With Over
40 Years Experience."
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Has There
Been A Higher Demand For
Licensed Cosmetologists
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25°h OFF

Classes Begin Monday,
Jan. 10, 2000

EVERYTHING!
off every style on sale..1
nothing held back
*one week only!
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Kentucky Oaks Mall • Chestnut Hills Plaza
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113 South 4th Street • Murray, KY
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In only 10-1/2 months you can
have a lifetime career in cosmetology.
Services Offered To Public:
•Manicures
•Perms
•Chemical Hair Relaxing
•Waxing
•Pedictires
•Highlighting
*Sculptured Nails
•Facials
•Tinting
All work done by students under supervision of instructors.
Gift Certificates Available!
504 Maple St.• Murray • 753-4723
Ne ant camktate status WalACCAS Weaned Accredieng Commasstowas OtCosmetology Arts & Sceroome
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Beef cattle calendar produced
Beet cattle management and
other tips on beef cattle production
have been addressed in this column
from time to time.
Information passed from the Cooperative Extension Service on a
timely basis has been very helpful
to beef cattle producers over the
years. A beef cattle calendar is very
helpful to maintain in a beef production enterprise.
The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture has compiled a beef calendar for the year of
2000 dealing with the management
of the beef herd. This calendar has
been compiled by the University of

to4k)

_AGRICULTURE upp.vrE

GERALD CLAYWELL
U.K. Cooperative Extension Agent

Kentucky for a few years now and
has proven to be beneficial to the
beef farmer.
"The Beef Integrated Resource
Management Calendar" displays
within its pages the month from

January 2000 through May 2001.
The top of each month on the
page gives producers the -management tips to be looked at for that
given month on both spring and fall
calving herds.

Farm prices not expected to rise
WASHINGTON (AP) — With cord $22.7 billion in crop subsidies
the nation's farm economy the way and other direct government payit is, Scott and Kim DesEnfants ments, according to a year-end
count themselves among the lucky. analysis by USDA's Economic ReBeef prices have risen so much that search Service.
Prices for most crops plumthe Wyoming cattle ranchers plan
to pay off much of the $80,000 debt meted in 1998, because of. heavy
worldwide production and the sethey've accumulated the past few
vere financial problems in Russia
years.
"There's some hope again. A and Asia, and they continued to de'year ago I wasn't sure we were go- cline this year as surpluses of grain
ing to still be on the ranch," said and other commodities have grown.
Mrs. DesEnfants. But, she added, Economists don't see prices recov"We 'hate to see everybody suffer- ering before 2001 at the earliest.
"There's not a whole lot of uping, agriculture as a whole has
side potential, basically because of
taken such a hit."
The cattle business has been one large supplies," said Mike Kaus, an
of the few bright spots in the agri- agricultural economist at Iowa
cultural economy 'in 1999, and State University.
Crop sales dropped from $102.2
economists say that isn't likely to
billion last year to $95.7 billion in
change in 2000.
The Agriculture Department 1999. Receipts from cattle, hogs
predicts that net farm income will and poultry edged up from $94.5
drop $7.6 billion next year to $40.4 billion to $95 billion, driven largely
billion unless Congress steps in by the rise in beef prices.
Cattle are currently selling for
with another multibillion-dollar
bailout, a move that's highly likely 67 to 69 cents per pound, up from
61 cents a year ago, and USDA exin an election_year.
income
Farm
reached $48 bil- pects the price to reach 73 cents by
lion this year only because of a re- next spring. Hog prices are also up

this year after diving sharply at the
end of 1998, but they are still running only at about the cost of production.
Because of the low prices that
producers are getting for most other
commodities, one in four agricultural operations probably won't
cover its cash expenses next year.
Parts of the South and Southeast
will be hit especially hard next year
"by dramatic declines in prices for
rice and tobacco as well as continued low prices for corn and soy beans," the agency said. The northern Plains, meanwhile, is expected
to see a rise in farm income because of the higher prices for cattle
and the relatively low prices for
feed.
That forecast could go out the
window if there are widespread
crop failures, either in the U.S. or
elsewhere in the world, that drive
commodity prices up. "As always.
weather next year will be critical.
At some point, the stretch of good
weather will end, crop output
should drop, and prices rise," the
USDA economists say.

Supreme Beef recalls meat
WASHINGTON (AP) - Supreme Beef Processors, Inc. voluntarily recalled Saturday thousands
of pounds of ground beef with sell
dates of Dec. 28 because federal inspectors say it may be contaminated with E. coli bacteria.
"We sincerely regret any inconvenience this may cause our customers," Supreme Beef president
Steven F. Spiritas said in a statement. "As a family-owned business, we take pride in our reputation for providing consumers with
high-quality and wholesome
meats."
The company said the Department of Agriculture notified it Saturday that one sample of the beef
tested positive for E. coli, though
no illnesses were reported.
The ground beef was produced
on Dec. 20 and distributed to at
least eight states — Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, Florida and
New Mexico, according to the
statement.
The company is recalling all

ground beef and ground beef products in one, two and five pound
packages with a sell date by Dec.
28 and the label "Supreme' Beef
Processors, Inc." or "Spiritas
Farms," and the establishment
number 7143.
Also included is Supreme Beef
Processors, Inc. five- and 10-pound
chub ground beef — an industry
term denoting ground beef packaged in a cylindrical or tube-like
container — with sell dates of Jan
4 or 5.
The company advised customers
who purchased products with those
sell dates to return them to the store
where they were purchased for a
full refund.
E. coli can cause serious illness
in young children, the elderly and
people with weakened immune systems.
The recall comes a few days after the company scuffled in court
with the federal government in Dallas after the Agriculture Department tried to shut it down because
it said it found salmonella in the
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* COUNTRY HAMS *
HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-433-5984
Local (270) 759-6128
P.O. Boa 724, Murray, KY 42071
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K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
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Special carry over 7 4.
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company's meat.
Supreme Beef argued that it was
not responsible for the salmonella
and that the government had no
right to shut it down. A federal
judge agreed and continued a temporary restraining order keeping the
plant open until the matter is resolved at trial.

VET
TALK
By Or. Bob Salley
Is there the otter-patter of FOUR little feet in your
home If so, congratulations on your new puppy or
kitten! Each will have a variety of different needs to
be addressed as they grow over the next year

Puppies usually need medication to kill intestinal
parasites that are picked up from mom and the
environment Occasionally they will need treatment for ear mites This is also the best time to
start giving preventive medication for hearhvorms
Eventually medication for fleas and ticks should be
considered
Se
Gel
Similarly
:new kittens should receive a thorough
examination Because of the devastating nature of
the disease Feline Leukemia, we recommend testing of young kittens for early diagnosis before
intense emotional bonds have been made
Vaccinations for the young kitten are started and
consist of an initial shot an one booster If tested
negative for leukemia, that vaccination can be
included as wet

As with puppies most kittens need medication for
intestinal worms and are more prone to having
problems with ear mites Heartworm medication
can be started and it appropriate flea and tick control started as well

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at.

Westside
Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. 8t 5:00 p.m..
Monday - Friday

ers to view the actual breeding
dates and follow up on the calving
dates for the herd.
This information is another
valuable tool for the producer to
use to,allow no surprises on calving
times.
Information obtained within this
publication is a comprehensive set
of material that every beef producer
in Calloway County can use. The
publication is free for the asking.
Give me a call or come by the Extension Office to get your copy.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people regardless
of race, color, age, sex, religion.
disability or national origin.

Also within the calendar, a compilation of adhesive stickers are
available to place strategically on
the dates within the calendar of important operations.
For instance, a sticker may be
placed on the date calving season is
supposed to begin or when the Cattlemen's Association-will be having
a state meeting. All these reminders are designed
to allow the beef cattle producer to
timely implement important activities at proper stages of the operation.
Other coveted material in the
publication is a table listing the
breeding dates of cows and heifers.
The gestation table allows produc-

270-753-1916
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FLEX II
ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

Does Your Car Need

baTires7
Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear
* Summit

5.50%
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions, less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth tor the
future Early surrender charges apply

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

753-4703

Call For Openings

FARM
BUREAU

7534227

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac
1999 Olds Bravada

1999 Chevrolet Tracker

St. #99119

St. # 99305
A/C,Cruise,
Auto,Cassette

1999
Chevy
Blazer
LT

MSRP:
$31,875.00
Peppers Disc.: $3,079.00
Factory Rebate: $2,500.00
Your Price:

MSRP:
$16,960.00
Peppers Disc.: $1,317.00
Factory Rebate: $2,500.00
Your Price:

$13,143.00

$26,296.00

Y2K
Sale

St. # 99431

et
Selb
It is important to get your puppy a checkup as
soon as possible There are many conditions that,
when noticed early, can be prevented or corrected
easily, and there are others that could necessitate
a return to the breeder for a different pup Puppies
will neqd vaccinations to protect them from several different viruses and bacteria Vaccinations are
given as a series of tour shots spaced 3 weeks
apart

HOW TO REAM OS...
BY PHONE

All Cars & Trucks at
Red Tag Specials

V-6, Cassette, CD
Loaded
MSRP:
$28,095.00
Peppers Disc.: $2,463.00
Factory
Rebate:
$2,500.00
Your Price:

$23,132.00

Rebates up to
$2,500 or APR's
as low as 2.9%
Prices good until
12-31-99.

1999
Chevy Tahoe
4DR 4x4
St. # 99535

RAA
Full
MSRP:
$38,119.00 Power,
Peppers Disc.: $4,884.00 Leather
F

Factory Rebate: $1,000.00
Your Price:

$32,235.00

1999
Olds
Alero
St. # 99322

Auto, A/C, Loaded
MSRP:
$18,880.00
Peppers Disc.: $1,560.00
Factory
$1,250.00
Rebate:
Your Price:

1999
Chevy
Venture Van
St. # 99243

$16,070.00

7 Passenger,
CD,Full Power

MSRP:
$27,670.00
Peppers Disc.: $3,156.00
Factory Rebate: $2,000.00
Your Price:

$22,514.00

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Corn•an

CHEVROLET
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Pt-PIPt"--/ecf
2420 E. Wood St.. Paris
642-3900• 1-800-325-3229
All Prices Plus Tax, Title & License.
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Racers move to El Paso for holiday wins
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Ecutor
It what has become a familiar
refrain • during the holiday season.
the Murray State Racers will again
test their mettle against some of
the nation's hest talent.
This nine, the Racers 7-2) will
take part in the Sierra Pros idence
SunClassic in II Paso. Texas. beginning Tuesday at 10 p.m. CST.
• Murray State -s hose last game
was a 5t,1-54 ictory twer South
begin playAlabama De,. 16
a) the four-team tournament against
Amerit.an Conterenee mem-

Fuente
shines in
Blue-Gray
By JENNA HALVATGIS FRYER
AP Sports Writer
MONTGOMERY. Ara. (AP)
Disappointnig seasons at Auhurri.
Notre Dame. Ohio State and UCLA
meant a lot of hie-time names
played in the Blue-Gra!, All-Star
Classic.
But it was the little players
frt on the small schools who made
the biggest ditterence Saturday.
ae,:ountmg for five of the six
touJiLl(A% its ni the 22-22 tie.
Kareem Larrimore of West Texas
A&M returned a kickoff 99 Yards
tor a 1,4k:htiov,tl. Demario Hriiss n
of Utah State and Curtis Keaton
of James Madison combined for
three touchdoWns and quarterbacks
from Lehigh and Northern Ari/ona both threw touchdown passes.
"E‘ery game we play during
the season is like an all-star game
because we play the top teams in
the country wilh—the best play cfs.- Ntitre Dame's Deke Cooper
said. "But it turns out this game
is ni) different. Some of those little guys were great players today.lake Arians ot LAB missed a
22-yard tield goal as time expired.
and the .„:aine ended in a tie. The
attempt was w ayv.ide to the right.
number of botched
the last
kicks hy hoth teams
"I'm always mad when I miss
hut I had a eood week anywa_
Arians said. "I guess it was iust
probahly meant to end in a tie
The Blue had tied it 22-22 With
4:09 to play on a 2-yard touchdown run by Brown, his second
score ot the game.
But Travis Brawner of Southwest Missouri State missed the
point after. which would have
given the Blue the lead. Brawner's enusing kickoff went out ot
bounds. giving the Gray the ball
on the 35.
The Gray couldn't convert.
though. and the Blue moved to
the Gray 's 26. aided by Tim Lester's
;S-yard pass to W:ndrell Hayes.

• See Page 9

ber Kent. Host texas-EA Paso and
Rhode Island will meet in the
other matchup.
Assuming the Racers defeat
Kent. they will likely face host
UTEP in Wednesday's championship game. The Miners are 7-2
under new head coach Jason Rabedeaux, and are ranked 48th by
Sagarin and 56th in the RPI poll.
For MSU head coach Tevester
Anderson, the tournament is another opportunity for the Racers to
make a name for themselves on
the national stage.
"It's going to he a real fine

tournament." Anderson said. "from
what I here, it's a really first-class
operation. But, at the same time.
it will be very competitive."
According to Anderson. the Racers were selected to play ,in the
tournament by SunClassic officials.
-They watched us off and on
last year, and they met with me
at the Final Four." Anderson noted.
"So they recruited us ... This is
an old classic, and it's recognized
as one of the top tournaments in
the country. We're excited to be
a part of it."
Kent - formerly known as Kent

State - is expected to be a big
challenge for the Racers.
The Golden Flashes are 5-1
entering Tuesday's contest, compiling double-digit victories over
five of their opponents.
Guard Trevor Huffman leads
Kent with 12.5 points per game
while dishing out over four assists
per contest. Backcourt mate Andrew
Mitchell, ,forward Kyrem Massey
and center John Whorton all average around 10 points per game while
forward Demetric Shaw comes in
at 9.5.
The Golden Flashes are ranked

29th in the Sagarin Ratings and The 6-6 forward leads the league
61st by the Ratings Percentage in scoring, is second in field goal
Index (BPI), just ahead of Mur- percentage (62.5) and third in
rebounding (9.4 rpg).
ray at 62nd and 81st.
Point guard Aubrey Reese is
"Kent is a Top 25 team, period," explained Anderson. "They're second on the team with an 18.9
a very fine basketball team ... average while forward Ray Cunprobably the best we've played to ningham rounds out the squad's
double-digit scorers at 12.4 ppg.
this point."
While Murray has relied on the
While Kent presents a formidable lineup, the Racers will count- talents of Spencer and Reese for
much of the young season, the
er with a solid unit themselves.
Isaac Spencer, the Ohio Valley Racers received 'a spark from their
Conference preseason player of the supporting cast in a victory over
year, is currently 12th in the nation
in scoring at 22.3 points per game. • See Page 9

Titans crush Jags,
join playoff ranks
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
Minnesota is in. So is Washington. And
Detroit.
- Tampa Bay isAteaded for- the playoffs;
too,joining previous qualifiers Indianapolis,
Jacksonville, Tennessee and St. Louis.
As for the rest of the 12 postseason
berths, well, don't ask.
But since you did:
—Buffalo, Miami, Seattle and Kansas
City are battling for three spots in the
AFC.
—Dallas, Green Bay, Carolina and the
New York Giants, all losers this weekend, are after one wild-card spot in the
NFC.
At the top of the AFC,the Colts improved
to 13-2 Sunday and assured the biggest
turnaround in NFL history — they were
3-13 last season — by edging Cleveland
29-28. That also tied AFC East champion Indianapolis with Jacksonville for the
conference's best record with one week
to go. .
The Jaguars had their 11-game winning streak snapped with their second loss
this season to Tennessee. The Titans (123) got five touchdown passes from Steve
McNair in a 41-14 victory. They would
win the Central if they beat Pittsburgh,
and Cincinnati takes Jacksonville next
Sunday.
In the West, Seattle ended a four-game
Tennessee
Titans
George
and
the
Eddie
STUMBLIN':
BUMBLIN
RUMBLIN
skid with a 23-14 home victory against
clinched a playoff berth with Sunday's 41-14 rout of Jacksonville.

Kansas City, which had won tour in a
row. They are tied atop the division at
9-6, but the Seahawks win the crown if
they beat the Jets in a road finale. Kansas
---etty—fs—bortie-for - Oakland.
Things are more muddled in the NFC,
except for West champion St. Louis (132), which won its seventh straight, 34-12
against Chicago, knocking the Bears from
contention. Tampa's 29-10- victory over
Green Bay and Minnesota's 34-17 triumph at the Giants earned the winners
postseason slots from the Central.
Washington (9-6) captured the East with
its 26-20 overtime win in San Francisco.
Also, it was Buffalo 13, New England
10 in overtime; Pittsburgh 30, Carolina
20; Baltimore 22, Cincinnati 0; Atlanta
37, Arizona 14; and San Diego 23, Oakland 20.
The weekend began with New Orleans'
31-24 upset of Dallas on Friday. Denver
beat Detroit 17-7 on Saturday, but the
Lions qualified for the playoffs anyway
on Sunday.
Tonight, the New York Jets are at
Miami (9-5). which will make the playoffs by winning its- last two games.
Philadelphia was off.
Colts 29, Browns 28
It wasn't vintage Colts, but Peyton
Manning led them back from a late ninepoint deficit.

MI See Page 9

Rejuvenated 'Cats host Alaska-Anchorage
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. 1<.. (API — It
was little more than a week ago
that many Kentucky basketball fans
!Acre angrily voicing their disappro‘al of the Wildcats' mediocre
4-4 record.
A win tonight over AlaskaAnchorage. on the heels of backto-back victories over bitter
intrastate rival Louisville and fifthranked Michigan State, would give
Kentucky 16-4) a three-game win
streak and most likely have all its
supporters jumping NIA on the
bandwagon.
"Obviously. I predicted us to start
with better than a 4-4 record,"

.v.ingman by his 18-point, 11 -rebound persaid
sophomore
Tayshaun Prince, the Wildcats' lead- formance in Thursday's 60-58 vicing scorer at 14.3 points per game. tory over the Spartans.
Magloire was ill Sunday and
"But we have to put the past
behind us, come out and play did not practice with the team but
harder. That's what we've done in is expected to play tonight.
"Jamaal's under the weather right
winning our last two games.The surge has been keyed by now," Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
Prince and senior center Jamaal said Sunday. "He's sick but everyone else is healthy. He ate someMagloire.
In the victories over Louisville thing (Saturday)that has upset him."
The Division II Seawolves (5and Michigan State, Prince scored
37 points, pulled down 12 rebounds _2) come into Lexington after earning two wictories last week over
and blocked six shots.
Magloire. who became the Adams State. Their only two lossschool's all-time blocked shot leader es have come to Division I squads
in the 76-46 victory over the CarWashington and Louisville in
dinals, has recorded three consecutive double-doubles, highlighted • See Page 9

AP MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL TOP 25 POLL
The top 25 teams Jr) The Associated
Press men's college basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses, records
through Dec. 26. total points based on
25 points for a first-place vote through
one point for a 25th-place vote and previous ranking.
Record
Pie Pvs
1
1 Stanford (60)
9-0 1,734
8-1 1,670 2
2 Connecticut (7)
9-1
1,606 4
3 Cincinnati (2)
10-1 1,459 7
4 Auburn
9-2 1,388 3
5 Arizona.(1)
9-1 1.354 8
6 Florida
7 Syracuse
8-0 1.270 9
8-3 1,255 5
8 Michigan State
8-2 1,210 10
9 Duke
10 Kansas
9-2 1,087 12
11 Oklahoma State 10-0 1,047 13
12 Indiana
8-1
910 20
8-4
761
6
13 North Carolina

8-2
709 17
14. Maryland
703 16
6-2
15. Ohio State
11-1
685 11
16, Tennessee
633 19
5-2
17. Temple
466 - 14
6-3
18. Texas
8-1
454 23
19. Wake Forest
403 15
6-3
20. Illinois
8-2
358 —
21. Utah
337 21
9-1
22. Oklahoma
258 18
6-2
23. UCLA
236 24
8-3
24. DePaul
181 —
11-1
25. Tulsa
Others receiving votes: Kentucky 164,
Gonzaga 113. Xavier 45, LSU 40, St.
John's 40, N.C. State 34, Tulane 29. Mississippi 23. Ball St. 17, Dayton 9, Marshall 9, Colorado St. 7, Louisville 7,
Creighton 6, Iowa St. 6, San Francisco
6, Oregon 5, Purdue 4, SMU 4, Delaware
2, Murray State 2, California 1, Iowa 1,
Pepperdine 1. St. Bonaventure 1.

Rocker's comments embarrassing
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Writer
His only hope now is for somebody like Jesse Jackson to perform the exorcism, to stand in
front of the TV lights with his
arm around John Rocker and assure
us the tear-stained lug has been
"healed." Healed of his racism.
bigotry, homophobia. xenophobia,
claustrophobia, and maybe even
his phobia of rush-hour traffic.
Just when you thought we might
end of the week. Sports Illustrated magazine pulled the pin out
from between the ears of Atlanta
Braves employee No.49, and across
its pages, Rocker splattered venom
over pretty much everybody he
could think of.
Talk about burning bridges. If
the next 25 years of Rocker's life
are as wasted as the first 25, he
might never have need for New
Atlanta reliever John Rocker
may not receive too many
more hugs from his Braves
teammates after his comments in the latest issue of
Sports Illustrated.

until the holidays are over. Probably the only people besides his
family working on Rocker's behalf
at the moment are the lawyers
mates don't have the same prob- over at the players union, where
lem. Already, Rocker has been they may have already begun pracslammed by several, which tells ticing their First Amendment posyou how deep this thing cuts. Guys tures in the mirror.
in the same locker room will back
Of course, letting Rocker keep
a teammate who chokes a coach his job won't do him any good
or spits on an official. They will unless all the people around him
close ranks around any member decide to judge him less harshly
of their "family" who gets caught than he did them. Other ballplayAnd Atlanta pitching coach Leo and some arrived on the other side
Mazzone left no doubt on which just as uncomprehending.
side Rocker would find himself.
"I'm not a racist or prejudiced
"Baseball's a very humbling person. But certain people bother
game. The first thing I think about me," Rocker told Sports Illustratis after I hear about this, he's ed in the original interview.
going to go out and blow himself
His explanation after the story
out," Mazzone said.
boiled over was hardly more con"One of his teammates might vincing. He said hating was an
punch him out. Something's going
ct that pumped him up to play.
to go wrong now with his career. The real truth, though, is that he's
And you watch it, it'll end up nO different offstage.
going straight down the tubes."
For all that, Rocker is hardly
The only questions left seem evil incarnate, not nearly as danto be when Rocker gets flushed. gerous as he is dumb. He throws
Right now, commissioner Bud Selig baseballs for a living, fortunately,
and the Braves organization have
put off deciding what comes next III See Page 9

COMMENTARY
Yorkers, Asians, Indians. Spaniards,
welfare mothers, people with AIDS
or purple hair. But if he wants to
ever play baseball again, at a level
above the bar leagues, anyway,
then he needs all those people and
much more of their mercy than
he deserves. Who Says fate doesn't have a sense of humor?
er's drive-time monologue ripping
the Braves organization top to bottom, you wonder how he planned
to explain it to the guys who
played behind him last season, or
the suits who signed his checks.
Temporary insanity? Mistaken identity? Road rage?
No.
"Competitive zeal."
As Rocker said in his stat
ment, "I want everybody to understand that my emotions fuel my
competitive desire. They are a
source of energy for me. However. I have let my emotions get
the best of my judgment."
He had better pray his team-
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'Cats
IIBEIZMINE1511 III
From Page 8
THE
the Great Alaska Shootout.
The team suffered a blow last
RAMEY
week, however, when starting guard
Ed Kirk, the team's leading scorAGENCY
er with 18.2 points per game, frac-

• Racers ...

• ••

AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS

David Ramey

"Ask Me About Life Insurance" ''4":
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to cam's)•(502) 759-5151
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
T
L
Pct.
xrndianapolis
13
2
867
0
Buffalo
10
0
5
667
Miami
9
0
5
643
New England
7
8
467
0
NY Jets
6
0
8
429
Central
13
y-Jacksonville
2
866
0
y-Tennessee
12
0
3
800
Baltimore
8
7
0
533
Pittsburgh
9
6
400
0
Cincinnati
4
11
267
0
Cleveland
2
0
14
125
West
Seattle
6
9
0
600
Kansas City
9
6
0
600
San Diego
7
8
0
467
Oakland
8
7
467
0
Denver
9
6
400
0
Friday's Game
New Orleans 31, Dallas 24
Saturday's Game
Denver 17, Detroit 7
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 37, Arizona 14
Buffalo 13, New England 10, OT
Pittsburgh 30. Carolina 20
St Louis 34, Chicago 12
Baltimore 22, Cincinnati 0
Indianapolis 29, Cleveland 28
Tennessee 41, Jacksonville 14
Minnesota 34, New York Giants 17
San Diego 23, Oakland 20
Seattle 23. Kansas City 14
Tampa Bay 29, Green Bay 10
Washington 26, San Francisco 20, OT
OPEN Philadelphia
Today's Game
New York Jets at Miami, 8 P m
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
x-Washington
9
6
0
N Y Giants
7
8
0
Dallas
7
8
0
Arizona
6
9
Philadelphia
4
11
0
Central
y-Tampa Bay
5
10
0
y-Minnesota
9
6
0
y-Detroit
7
8
0
Green Bay
7
8
0
Chicago
6
9
0
West
x•St Louis
13
2
Carolina
7
8
Atlanta
4
11
San Francisco
4
11
New Orleans
3
12
x-clinched division title
y-clinched playoff spot
Sunday, Jan. 2
Arizona at Green Bay, noon
Baltimore at New England, noon
Cincinnati at Jacksonville, noon
Detroit at Minnesota, noon
Indianapolis at Buffalo, noon
New Orleans at Carolina, noon
Oakland at Kansas City. noon
St. Louis at Philadelphia, noon
Seattle at New York Jets. noon
Tampa Bay at Chicago. noon
New York Giants at Dallas, 305 m
Miami at Washington, 315 p.m.
San Diego at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Tennessee at Pittsburgh, 3115 pm
OPEN: Cleveland
Monday, Jan. 3
San Francisco at Atlanta, 8 p m
End Regular Season

Pct.
.600
.467
467
.400
267
.667
.600
533
.467
400
867
467
267
.267
.200
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But the Gray turned it over when
Lester of Western Michigan was
intercepted by Evan Howell of
Oklahoma State.
The Gray then quickly moved
for what it hoped would be the
winning score. Justin Fuente of
Murray State threw passes of 14
and 24 yards to JaJuan Dawson
of Tulane. Keaton then gained 11
yards on two runs and Fuente
threw an 8-yard pass to Dawson.
The Gray,representing the South,
then tried to run it in for the
touchdown, but Keaton was pushed
out of hounds at the 5 with five
seconds to play.
That set up the chance for Arians, who earlier missed from 58
yards.
Keaton, who transferred from
West Virginia to James Madison,
was the Gray's outstanding player. He had 14 carries for 104 yards
and scored one touchdown on a
6-yard run.
"I felt like I had something to
prove today and I am not done
doing that," Keaton said.
Quarterback Travis Brown of
Northern Arizona, who threw a
20-yard touchdown pass to Scott
Montgomery of Duke, was the
Gray's most valuable offensive
player. Mike Green of Northwestern Louisiana was the most valuable defensive player.
"All of those kids can play,"
Gray coach Tommy Tuberville said.
-They kind of get overlooked next

guys • who maybe didn't see as From Page 8
tomorrow night.
much action as we felt they should
South Alabama.
While the extended break could
have seen the last couple games."
Starting
center
Mike
Turner,
a
he
a detriment to some teams,
And for now, the players can
relax a bit as the calls to the talk- little-used reserve in recent sea- Anderson said the extra time off
radio shows and chatter around sons, scored a career-high 16 points has allowed the Racers to heal
and blocked a key shot in the some nagging injuries.
tured his jaw in the first game office water coolers remains closing seconds to defeat the
"After watching us practice. I
with Adams State. He'll be out focused on the positive.
Jaguars.
really
"I've always felt confident of
feel like the days off we
for at least six weeks.
"Isaac's being double-teamed
Still, Smith said the Wildcats our ability to play the game," said and Aubrey's getting his points, had help get our legs back," he
can't afford to look past Alaska- point guard Saul Smith, the object but you really need someone else said. "We're working real hard to
Anchorage to Thursday's contest of a great deal of fan criticism to step up for you," said Ander- shore up our weak points.
this season. "We were calm when son. "We had hoped
with Missouri.
all year that
"Rod (Murray) and Marlon
"We have to go in and try to everybody was criticizing us. We Mike Turner would he that guy, (Towns) are getting stronger
and
correct the things we can correct might have been looking for some and he's made some big shots for better. They need to step
up for
answers
or
ways
to
win,
but
we us."
and play well," he said. "We can
us ... If you're a basketball playconcentrate on the things we've found some ways to win and now
Murray will suit up for the first er, this kind of tournament is what
we
just take it from there and time in 12 days when
done well over the last couple of
it takes the you're looking forward to playing
games. It's a lot easier to correct build on it.
floor at the Don Haskins Center in.
mistakes when you've won.
"We feel like we've taken strides
"Going into this Alaska-Anchor- to become a better team every
age game, hopefully we can get day. If we continue to improve,
back into our uptempo play and we're going to become a very
create opportunities for a lot of special team."
From Page 8
fingers in the air and try to determine which way the wind of pubnot bombs.
Whether he learns anything from lic opinion is blowing. Then they
this episode or not, he might still will decide what to do with him
be of some use to the rest of us. next.
The perfect solution'?
It might be as villain, or victim,
From Page 8
tried."
A trade to the New York Mets.
or
simply
object
as
an
lesson
to
Kurt Warner tied a record with
Mike Vanderjagt's 21-yard field his ninth 300-yard passing game the next redneck who comes along.
goal with four seconds Itft won
Jim Litke is the national sports
as the Rams established a fran- Sometime after the holiday, once
it. Rookie Edgerrin James scored
chise record for wins and points the storm has died down, the lords columnistfor The Associated Press.
three TDs, Marvin Harrison set a
(495). They won all eight homes of baseball's realm will stick their Write to him at: jlitkeap.org
team record with 14 receptions for
games.
138 yards, but Manning's streak
of games with a TD pass ended
Buccaneers 29, Packers 10
at 27.
After a 45-0 loss at Oakland.
"We'll take that," Colts coach the worst in franchise
history, any
Jim Mora said of the worst-towould have looked good. A
first turnaround. "We talked to the postseason berth
was particularly
team yesterday and they were aware pretty as the Bucs
(10-5) closed
that the_y could make some histo- LB on, their -first
division—title—in
I. It's • a nice thing to get."
18 years. They equaled a club record
The expansion Browns (2-14) for regular-season
victories and can
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
finished 0-8 at home.
take the NFC Central title by winattractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Titans 41, Jaguars 14
ning at Chicago next week.
Call us today!
McNair hit five receivers for
"It's a sign of a good team to
his TDs as,Tennessee swept Jack- be able to bounce back
.4,2•***.aneX
after the
sonville in completing a perfect debacle last week,"
Bucs defenhome season.
Mato Auto
sive tackle Brad Culpepper said.
hisurance
"A lot of teams have been darTampa Bay forced four turnovers
and
—
211 S. 12th St.
ing us to throw the football this and handed the Packers
.(7-8) their
Murray, KY
year, and we haven't been suc- third straight defeat.
cessful," said McNair, who had
thrown only one TD pass in his
Vikings 34, Giants 17
previous seven games."We've been
Once again, the Vikings (9-6)
753
'
3415
Lindy Sutter
struggling offensively .... We want- used the big play. Robert Smith
ed to come out and prove a point." had a 70-yarfl TD run among his
Eddie George rushed for 102 146 yards rushing, Randy Moss
yards.
threw a 27-yard TD pass to Cris
The Jaguars lost quarterback Carter, and Moe Williams went
Mark Brunell to a sprained left knee. 85 yards on a kickoff return and
Seahawks 23, Chiefs 14
the defense got five sacks.
The Seahawks have not made
"When guys were saying v,
the playoffs since 1988. They got were out of it at 2-4, we were
closer as visiting Kansas City, lead- the only people who believed,'
ing the NFL with a plus-23 turnover Smith said. "And when everybod
differential, had three passes by was laughing when Denny said he
Elvis Grbac intercepted.
thought we had a chance for a
—This is good," said Jon Kitna, world championship, I wonder how
who threw two touchdowns in the many of those people are laughfirst half. "But it's nothing if we ing now? This team is starting to
don't win next week."
show the type of play we need to
Rams 34, Bears 12
be successful in the playoffs."
St. Louis' incredible offensive
But New York still could make
exploits continued.
the playoffs with a win at Dallas
RACERS
Marshall Faulk became only the next weekend, and some help.
second player in NFL history with
1,000 yards rushing and receiving
in one season as the Rams (132) won their seventh straight. Faulk
had 222 yards on 20 touches against
Chicago (6-9) and needs 36 yards
at Philadelphia to break Barry
Sanders' total yardage mark of
2,358.
"The game just came to me,"
Faulk said. "They covered me —

• Rocker ...

MI Titans ...

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO

any better than we can!

• Fuente

NFC.
is (1334-12
Ts from
y over
17 trihvinners

to the big names, but they held
their own today."
Iowa State's Darren Davis,
younger brother of New Orleans
Saints running back Troy Davis,
was the Blue's outstanding player. He ran for 116 yards on 13
carries.
"You owl have to be 6-foot3. 215 pounds to go out here and
take care of business and that's
what I was trying to show," said
Davis, who is 5-foot-8, 190'pounds.
"I was trying to show that little
guys can play, too."
Hayes of Southern California had
nine catches for 153 yards and
was the most valuable offensive
player. Keith Miller of California
was the most valuable defensive
player.
The Blue led 16-7 after three
quarters. The Gray's only score at
that point came when Larrimore
returned the kickoff for a 99-yard
touchdown. It was the first kickoff return for a touchdown in the
Blue-Gray's 62 years.
In the fourth quarter, Brown
threw a 20-yard touchdown pass
to Montgomery that made it 1614. The Gray took the lead on its
next possession. Dawson returned
a punt 21 yards to the Gray 43,
and Keaton broke free for a 50yard gain. He scored two plays
later on a 6-yard run. Dawson
caught the 2-point conversion to
put the Gray up 22-16.

Haverstock
Suiter
Insurance Agency

The Racer Club
will not meet
again until
January 11, 2000
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Today, Tomorrow,
As we reflect on the past, and looL into the vision of the future, we
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wishing you and your family a wonderful holiday season.
CALL TODAY

Jir 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd.
(On MSU Campus)
Murray, KY

,
Main Office
5th & Main
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Critics: Mayfield forged social conscience of soul
thing over anybody's head. no matter what you're trying to say. It
doesn't have to be preached." Mayfield told The Associated Press in a
1996 interview. "What's important
for me is that it's said in a manner
where it gives food tor thought."
Music critic Nelson George
dubbed Mayfield "black music's
most unflagging cisii rights champion." Rolling Stone magazine declared in 1997 that "black music as
we hear it today simply wouldn't
exist without him."
May field's socially conscious
lyrics paved the way for rappers
more interesled in gritty urban
landscapes than heavenly romance.
The funk gr00% es on his album
"Supertly" proved irresistible to
hip-hop samplers.
Longtime manager and business
partner Mary Heiman said May 1M.1 "N.% anted people to think about

\ MANTA. (AP) - Curtis
\lay field urged black Americans to
"Keep On Pushing- at the height of
the civil rights movement, with
songs that preached pride and perse‘erance.
His life imitated his art when an
onstage accident in 1990 left him a
paraplegic. but failed to 'stop his
music. He continued to record new
,song. by .singing flat on his back.
The gentle voice that sounded
more like a pensive philosopher
than a raging revolutionary was silenced on Sunday when May field
died at age 57.
W ith classics such as "People
Get Reads." "We're a Winner" and
"F!-eddle's Dead" in the 19bus and
70s. Ma‘itch' put cisil rights at
the forefront of soul music when
hla,:k radio was dominated by lose
:,.,ngs and dance tunes.
''You don't has c lit break any -•
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Before The Cold Sets In Make Sure You're Riding On Good Tires!
Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

*6 Yr. Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free ReplaceMent
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
-Smooth. Quiet Ride
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Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd •753-1111
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themselves and the world around
them, making this a better place for
everyone to live."
Mayfield was paralyzed when
he was struck by a lighting rig that
toppled while he was on stage performing in Brooklyn. The accident
caused his health to deteriorate in
recent years, and doctors amputated
his right leg last year because of
diabetes brought on by the injury.
Born June 3. 1942. in Chicago,
Mayfield started singing gospel as
a boy and taught himself to play
guitar by tuning it to the black keys
of the piano.
In 1956, he joined church choir
member Jerry Butler, brothers Arthur and Richard Brooks. and Sam
Gooden in a group called The
Roosters. They changed their name
to The Impressions two years later.

and had a No. II hit with "For
Your Precious Love."
The group went on to record a
string of hits. including "Gypsy
Woman," "It's All Right" and "I'm
So Proud.It was I964's "Keep On Pushing" that marked a turning point for
Mayfield. and broadened the parameters of black music. Widely regarded as the first rhythm and blues
song to rally blacks behind the civil
rights movement,"Keep On Pushing" became a Top 10 R&B and
pop hit.
Mayfield continued putting
black pride and social issues at the
forefront in Impressions hits such
as "We're a Winner," "This is My
Country" and "Choice of Colors,"
which asked: "How long have you
hated your white teacher?/ Who

Any Given Sunday'scores at box office
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Football rules, whether on television or
at the box office.
Ohs er Stone's gridiron drama
\ ny Given Sunday," starring Al
Pacino. Cameron Diaz and Dennis
Quaid. took- in $14.2 million Friday
through Sunday to win the weekend box-office championship, according to industry. estimates.
The film has grossed $21.3 million since opening Wednesday.
Coming in second was "The
Talented Mr. Ripley," which
grossed SI 3.8 million, according to
the estimates released Sunday. The
MON le stars Matt Damon as a highsociety wannabe who climbs social
ladders through violence:
Like several other new movies.
"The Talented Mr. Ripley" opened
On Saturday instead .of the traditional Friday premiere because of
the Christmas weekend.
The film outperformed "Any
Given Sunday" on average. considering it played one day less and in
fewer theaters. "Ripley" averaged
S.5.982 a screen in 2.307 theaters,
compared with $5.669 in 2.505

"Galaxy Quest" grossed $8.1 million.
After less populist movies such
as "Natural Born Killers" and "UTurn,- "Any Given Sunday"
marked a return to the mainstream
for Stone, whose previous films include "Platoon,- "Born on the
Animated features tied for third Fourth of July" and "JFK."
place, with the mouse tale "Stuart
"This is the most commercial
Little" and "Toy Story 2" each
film I believe he's ever made, and
grossing $12.5 million. "Stuart Litthe public seems to agree," said
tle" has taken in $40.2 million Dan Fellman, head of distribution
since debuting as the top film last for Warner Bros., which released
weekend, while "Toy Story 2" has "Any Given Sunday."
.
grossed $179.7 million since
A rush of Oscar hopefuls opened
Thanksgiving and is expected to in a handful of theaters to qualify
cross the $200 million mark over for Academy Awards considerathe next week.
tion, including "Girl, Interrupted,"
Two other new movies pre- "Angela's Ashes," -Titus" and
miered in the top 10. Jim Caney's "Snow Falling on Cedars." Those
take on the late comic Andy Kauf- films open more widely,early next
man,"Man on the Moon," was No. year.
6 with a weekend gross of $9 milAt $164.1 million overall, busiThe Trekkie-esque spoof "Gal- ness was off 27 percent for the top
axy Quest," starring Tim Allen and 12 movies this weekend compared
Sigourney Weaver as has-been sci- with the same period last year.
fi actors mistaken as real stellar That's mainly because more people
voyagers by aliens, debuted in stayed home on Christmas Eve.
eighth pla,.c Opening Saturday. which fell on Friday this year

cinemas for "Any Given Sunday."
"Had 'Ripley' had three days, it
would certainly have been at the'
top," said Paul Dergarabedian,
president of Exhibitor Relations
Co. Inc., which tracks movie attendance.

The movie industry remains on
track for a record $7.5 billion in
business in 1999, up 7.2 percent
from the previous record of $6.95
billion last year.
Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American
theaters, according to Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc. Final figures are to
be released today.
I. "Any Given Sunday." $14.2
million.
2. "The Talented Mr. Ripley,"
(opened Saturday).
$1
mi3
ii.i8onm
• 3 (tie). "Stuart Little." $12.5
million.
"Toy Story 2," $12.5
5. "The Green Mile," $9.04 million._
6. -Man on the Moon," $9 million.
7. "Bicentennial Man." $8.3 mil8. "Galaxy Quest," $8.1 million
(opened Saturday).
9. "Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo," $6.2 million.
10. "Anna and the King," $4.7
million.

Seinfeld weds fiancé in quiet ceremony
NEN\ YORK (API --- He wore
us bachelorhood as a ,badge of
honor, but comedian Jerry Seinfeld
has finally shed it.
Me 45-year-old Long Island native wed fiancee Jessica Sklar Sat-

urday in a quiet ceremony after
sundown - in accordance with
Jewish tradition.
Best man and fellow joker
George Wallace told the Daily
News .his toast to the newlyweds

____NORWALK
The first sale of the year is the
best sale of the year.

was "very dark and burnt.The bride, a 28-year-old public
relations executive, wore a simple,
white, spaghetti-strap, empire-waist
gown with her dark hair pulled
back at the nape of her neck.

Seinfeld sported the traditional
black tux - and yes. a shiny new
ring.
The two met last year, just
weeks after Sklar married Broadway producer Eric Nederlander.

Hollidmy
Hours:

FURNITURE
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told you to love your black on his chest and lungs. With vocals
sometimes recorded lines at a time,
preacher"
"Being a young black man, ob- Mayfield released his final album,
serving and sensing the need for "New World Order," in 1996.
race equality and women's rights,"
Mayfield was a two-time induche said, "I wrote about what was tee to the Rock and Roll Hall of
important to me."
Fame - as a member of The ImOther black songwriters soon' pressions, and as a solo artist.
followed Mayfield's lead. Sam Though his songs often invoked
Cooke recorded "A Change Is bleak surroundings,they never lost
Gonna Come" shortly before he sight of hope.
was shot to death in December
"Like a true nonviolent civil1964. James Brown had a hit four rights activist, Mayfield looked for
years later with the strident "Say It the best in antagonists as well as
Loud-I'm Black and I'm Proud." friends, gently prodding for change
And Marvin Gaye joined Mayfield and rarely pointing an accusatory
on the cutting edge of thinking finger in anger," critic George
man's soul in 1971 with "What's wrote in his 1988 book,"The Death
Going On."
of Rhythm & Blues." "There was
After his accident, Mayfield dignity in his approach, a feeling
found he could still sing by lying that his ideals were for the elevadown, letting gravity put pressure tion of his listeners."

All Peoples Bank
locations will close
at 6:00 p.m. on
Friday, December 31, 1999
and will be closed
Saturday, January 1, 2000
observance of New Year's Day.
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Norwalk is one of the finest lines of custom-crafted furniture available. Choose from hundreds of fabrics and
leathers, and dozens of styles. All custom- r NORWALK
made and delivered in about 30 days. Event
starts Monday, December 27th through Tuesday, January 4th.
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Financing
Available

IS

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray • 753-3621

Come See What You've Been Missing.
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Peoples
Serving Murray-Calloway County

Since 1934
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Main Office: 5th & Main
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Hospitals not predicting Y2K birth boom
So maybe the thought of being
in labor as the year 2000 begins
isn't so appealing after all.
Despite the hype — and even
some earlier incentives — hospitals
aren't forecasting a big birth boom
as calendars turn.
"It's an ordinary New Year's
Eve," said Dr. Anders Berg, head
of gynecology at Danderyds Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden.
Others at many large hospitals
around the world say they, too, see
no significant increase in the number of women scheduled to go into
labor early Jan. I.
At many, officials are relieved
to know they won't have extra
births to deal with when New

Year's Eve passes and the Y2K
computer bug may or may not affect computers and power supplies.
Two hospitals in Leicester, England, have advised would-be millennium mothers to bring a flashlight just in case. The hospitals
have emergency generators to keep
their equipment running, but patient room lights would be low priority in a power failure.
Dr. Sabastian Faro, chairman of
obstetrics at Rush-Presbyterian-St.
Luke's Medical Center in Chicago,
said the lack of extra births shows
the inherent difficulty in trying to
get pregnant on demand.
Those hoping to have a millennium baby won't necessarily get

special assistance from their doctors.
The American College of Obstetrics/Gynecology said it would
be unethical for doctors to induce
pregnancy for the purpose of giving
birth on New Year's Day unless it
is medically necessary. Using drugs
to induce pregnancy can increase
the risk that the woman will need a
Cesarean section.
"It's not a great idea to bring a
child in the world just because you
think it would be special to do it on
the millennium," said Dr. John Gianopolous, chairman of obstetricsgynecology at Loyola University
Medical Center in Chicago.
Couples looking to give birth at

the start of the millennium would
have had to conceive around the
end of March or first week in April.
At that time, from Malaysia to
Norway, and Spain to the United
States, radio stations held firstbaby-of-2000 contests, and couples
were offered romantic getaways
and aphrodisiacs ranging from traditional Malaysian potions to Barry
White CDs.
Some hospitals that traditionally
celebrate the first baby of the year
with a gift basket of donated diapers and toys are offering larger
gift packages for 2000, including
savings bonds and limousine rides.
Baseball's Minnesota Twins are
promising lifetime season tickets to

the first set of twins born in 2000 at
At- Dr. Chas Clinic in Seoul.
any one of seven Minnesota hospi- South Korea, about 350 women are •
tals.
expected to give birth the week surIn Britain, bookmakers William rounding New Year's Day, a 15
Hill said dozens of pregnant percent jump from last year.
women are staking bets that they
One of them is Chung Jongwill give birth on Jan. I. Jacqueline hwa. 36, who is due on Jan 2.
McDaid of Aberdeen, Scotland,
"Once we decided to have a new
will win $4,125 if her baby is born. baby, we said,'Why not a millenon New Year's Day. She bet $165 nium baby?" Jong-hwa said. "We
at odds of 25-1 in September.
tried. very hard last March to conThough most hospitals said they ceive. ... Having a new baby
on
expect an average number of births,
Jan. 1 will be a great beginning for
there are some exceptions.
the new millennium.Doctors at St. Mary's Regional
Medical Center in Lewiston,
Maine, are anticipating 38 percent
more births in December, and 30
percent more in January.
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Thousands of officers to police Times Square
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NEW YORK (AP)— The manhole covers will be welded shut, six
police helicopters will hover overhead and 8,000 officers, some with
bomb-sniffing dogs, will be on duty
New Year's Eve in and around
Times Square.
' While publicly downplaying
"terrorist hype," New York City officials have made Times Square the
focus of an elaborate security plan
that puts the nation's biggest metropolis on a virtual war footing for
the millennium celebration.
In Times Square alone, as many
as 2 million _revelers are expected
for a 25-hour celebration of lights,
lasers and noisemakers.
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Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and
He earlier called last week's locked to remove possible hiding
Police Commissioner Howard Safir comments by former New York places for explosives. Parking will
FBI chief James Kallstrom, who be banned, beginning at midnight
said they knew of no specific
threats against the city, but the re- urged people to avoid Times on Dec. 30, and private vehicles
cent arrests of people suspected of , Square, "caving in to terrorism." left there will be towed and imextremist connections at U.S.-Can- Kallstrom later insisted he wasn't pounded.
referring to terrorism.
ada border crossings in Washington
and Vermont have heightened fears
Nevertheless, many of the preIn the hours before the giant
of terrorist acts timed to the millen- cautions outlined in "Archangel" lighted ball descends to mark the
nium.
— the intricate security plan that start of the new year, the century
"There are no guarantees, but has been three years in the making and the millennium, twice the norwe can take every precaution that's — are designed specifically to mal New Year's Eve complement
humanly possible," Safir said in
thwart terrorists.
of police officers will deploy in the
Sunday's edition of The New York
An area 24 blocks long and Times Square area.
Times. "I think the public should three blocks wide will become a
Officers will be watching from
come to Times Square, and I think
pedestrians-only zone, with the helicopters and rooftops while'300
they should not be deterred by all
manhole covers scaled, garbage plainclothes officers teams with
this terrorist hype that is going on."
cans removed and mailboxes bomb-sniffing dogs mingle with the

Ex-chief: CIA rules hinder efforts
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Central Intelligence Agency's efforts to spy on terrorist groups are
hurt by the agency's own rules, former CIA Director James Woolsey
says.
Woolsey, who ran the agency
from 1993 to 1995, said Sunday
that President Clinton should look
at changing the rules governing
how foreigners are accepted as informants.
"The CIA overseas operates under guidelines that were adopted in
late 1995, Which makes it difficult

— not impossible — but makes it
difficult to recruit people who are
human rights violators as spies,"
Woolsey said on "Fox News Sunday." "Well, if you're spying on a
terrorist group, everybody in it is a
human rights violator."
The agency says those rules do
not stand in the CIA's way.
"We are working extremely hard
to counter terrorism," CIA spokesman Mark Mansfield said. "There
are no restrictions that are preventing us or hindering us from doing
that."

The agency in 1995 raised the
standards by which it accepts foreigners as spies. The move came on
the heels of reports that a Guatemalan CIA informant murdered the
husband of an American.
Then-CIA Director John Deutch
said in a 1996 speech at Georgetown University that case officers
in the field must obtain prior approval from senior managers before
working with certain sources.
"We all know we must deal with
unsavory characters in the intelligence business," Deutch said. "The

question is, will we do it in a smart
and discriminating way? The answer is yes, and our performance
proves it can be done successfully.
But three years later, amid new
terrorist threats, the rules hamper
the agency's efforts to gauge the
plans of terrorists, Woolsey said.
Asked whether he was urging
Clinton to lift those restrictions, he
replied: "Not lift, but perhaps look
at changes. It's a very good idea to
stop things from happening by
maybe being a little more flexible
with your guidelines--

revelers and watch for suspicious
people, Safir said. The exact defint tion of suspicious behavior was not
divulged.

MINNETONKA
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Taking advantage of Y2K hype
and uncertainties, scam artists are
finding new ways to "con" unsuspecting people, warn officials at
Union Planters Bank.
"Not only do we want to keep
our customers safe, but we want to
make sure they are in the know,"
said Marty Nichols, president and
CEO of Union Planters of Paducah.
Bank and financial scams are
being reported right and left as the
final month in 1999 gets underway.
One popular scenario, the "bogus
banker," involves con artists posing
as bank representatives.
These bogus bankers call customers claiming they need the customers' bank account numbers to
fix Y2K-related computer problems. The con artists then take the
account numbers and use them to
siphon money from accounts.
Another common ploy used by
con artists is to offer to "hold"
someone's money, claiming they
will keep it safe during the change
from 1999 to 2000.
"Scam artists will concoct a tale
which sounds plausible on the sur-

face, using half-truths and liberal curity number or bank account indoses of the fear factor. They may formation. Call the local Better
tell you the banks won't be able to Business Bureau or visit the web
guarantee the safety of your money site at http://www.bbb.org. Reor that it will take you at least 30 member the old adage: "If it sounds
days to get your hands on your own too good to be true, it probably is."
money at the -end of the year,"
•-Be aware of your surroundings
Nichols said. "None of this is true." when visiting a bank or ATM, parUnion Planters offers these tips ticularly at night or if alone.
to avoid becoming a victim of a
• Never carry large sums of cash
thief or a scam: .
• Be cautious when giving out on your person. Remember that uspersonal information, such as social ing traveler's cheeks is one of sevsecurity numbers, credit card or eral good ways to protect yourself
bank account information, to any- and your money. Unlike cash, they
can be replaced if lost or stolen.
one.
• Investigate all solicitations They are available at any Union
carefully before agreeing to an of- Planters office and other financial
fer or before giving out any per- institutions.
• As always, it is prudent to keep
sonal information, like a social se-

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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New
Shipment
of Trees
Ready
For
Planting

50%.„
All Christmas
Ornaments & Gifts
Arbors, Fountains,
Benches, Urns and Planters
Hours: Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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accurate records of your bank.
checking and savings account information.
• Remember that your money
will continue to be safest in a protected bank like Union Planters
Deposits are guaranteed by the
FDIC.
Union Planters achieved full
compliance for Year 2000 on February 28, 1999.

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-11 33
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Newspaper Advertising...
The Key To Your Success.
ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:
Monday Run

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

Y2K scams, thieves increase as 1999 winds down

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole

.
..,444id
i
;
..

Saturday Run

3 p.m. Wednesday
10 a.m. Thursday

Shopping Guide Run

5 p.m. Friday

Call our Advertising Department at

753-1916
Jim Green, Lori Andrus, Vanessa Feagin,
Karen Birdsong or Mary Ann Orr

(3) International Road Tractors, Bank Repossessions

Selling at absolute auction
Thursday, December 30, 1999•6 p.m.
At Murray Auto Auction
1992 International 9400 6x4 Eagle Serial #NC()60313
Blue, 230" Wheel Base, 12,000# Front Axle
Detroit Diesel 12.7 Liter 365/400 H.P.
Jake Brake, 15.5" 2 plate clutch, International 9sp Tran.
Dual 100 Gal. Aluminum Fuel Tanks
60" Flat Roof Sleeper Box
Air Ride Suspension, 40,000# Rear Axle 3.91 ratio

1991 International 9400 6x4 Serial #MC051927
Red, 217" Wheel Base, 12,000# Front Axle
Cummins L-10 350E Diesel Engine
Jake Brake, 14" 2 plate clutch, Fuller 11609A 9 sp Iran
Dual 100 Gal. Aluminum Fuel Tanks
42" Sleeper Box
Four Spring Suspension, 40,000# Rear Axle 4.10 ratio

1990 International 8300 6x4 Serial #LH681293
Red, 196" Wheel Base, 12,000# Front Axle
Cummins Formula 315 Diesel Engine
Cummins C Brake, 14" 2 plate clutch
Fuller RTF 11609A 9 speed Transmission
Dual 100 Gal. Aluminum Fuel Tanks
42" Sleeper Box
Four Spring Suspension, 40,000# Rear Axle 3.54 ratio

Selling at absolute auction
Thursday, December 30, 1999 •6 p.m.
At Murray Auto Auction
5 Miles North of Murray on Hwy.641
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CLASSIFIED

14X61

TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.

Ad Deadlines

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
I)ispIa %ids

753-1916

$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run, 40'., Discount 3rd Run.
4r1

4.14 .41,1 R., 466616 Du, Prf ‘1

Just Say "Charge It"

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

YARD SALES

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

340 Houses For Rent

Help Wanted

Legal Notice

Public Notice
The Housing Authority of Murray has developed its Agency Plan in compliance with the
Quality Housing and Work Responsibility
Act of 1998. It is available for review at the
Authority's office at 716 Nash Drive, Murray,
KY from December 28, 1999 until February
15, 2000: The Authority's hours of operation
are 7:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday. In addition, a public hearing will be
held on February 15. 2000 at 7 p.m. at the
Ellis Center, 630 Ellis Drive. Murray. KY.
Everyone is invited.
Nola

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
CANCER
INSURANCE
apply If
•
No ag€
, or preserlt policy is
,- ver 10 years old, it may
t cover some of the
treatments such
- chemotherapy For
• -oe information ca

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sc.'.
753-6981
OR The Comfort and cor
.enience of all our patron Sandra D s Diner w
ecome a non- smokin.:
-?stablishment Beginnin
Monday Jan 3. 2000 Wi
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EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
MANAGER
Citation Camden Casting
Division has an immediate
opening for a Plant Nurse
The ideal applicant will
have experience in the following areas Case Management. Surgery & recovery. Home Health Care,
Emergency Room & Wellness programs Camden
casting center is a Ductile
Iron Foundry that produces safety critical parts for
the big three automakers
Excellent benefits An
Equal Opportunity Employer MF H Send resume to
Citation Camden Casting
Division c. o Sam Allen.
Human Resources Mgr

0MANPOWER
Has positions
av ailable at Mattel

Start Date - Jan. 4
Pax Rate - 57.25
Shifts - 12 hour
Molding Department
.0- ,orne ti toda
522 Main Street
753-3655

Help Wanted

•

EOE

Dris.ers

TRAVEL-S-EARM

To Qualify ('all Glenn
“:1 N110-995-9132
E‘p'd Call
MOO-958-2353

RN/ LPN
Green Acres Healthcare ,s
now hiring for full time or
time , positions
part
Competitive salary & beneincluding
fit
package
health dental vision. paid
Holidays, vacation, personal days & 401K Please
apply to Green Acres
W
402
Healthcare
Farthing St Mayfield. KY
42066

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

DEXTE
ances,
bath 2
messac

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts

HAZE
NIC

485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks

COACI
Meadoi
heart 01
idential
City
Protect
Water,
pick u
753-38

510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
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SYSTEMS ANALYST
PROGRAMMER
Computer-related degree
or job experience required
Strong PC skills related to
hardware'software installation and trouble-shootingWindows 95.'NT. Office 97
IBM Ghent Access. and
Internet/E-Mail applications AS400. RPG400.
and EDI experience a
plus Send letter and
resume to PO Box 3,
Murray. Ky 42071 EOE

Youth
COMMUNITY
Services is seeking a fulltime clinician to provide
individual, family. and
group therapy to adolescents in a residential treatment program Master's
degree in social work or
related field with certification is' required L.0 S.W.,
or L M.F.T preferred Send
resume to CYS Human
Resources. 1415 State,
Route 45N, Mayfield, KY.
42066.

' IDE DENTAL ASSISTANT
CHAIRS
Begin an exciting career in the field of orthodontics.
To qualify for the job..you must have excellent hand
dexterity and work quickly and efficiently in accomplishing tasks. You should enjoy the opportunity to
ser‘e and help children and adults in a close, personal environment. We are willing to train .you if
you have the desire and the talent needed for the
position. Please send a complete resume with references listed and your thoughts on why this position
would he of interest to you.
ATTRIBUTES OF THE JOB:
-Variable work schedule with most Fridays off
36 to 40 hours per week)
r
Starting wage of $9.00/hr. and 10.00/hr. if
successful after 4 months.
Eventual benefits include the following:
'Full Pension Plan & Profit Share Plan
•Medical/Dental Reimbursement Plan
•Uniforms provided with cleaning allowance
'Paid sick leave and reimbursement for time not
used
•Paid vacation and 7-1/2 Holidays/year

Send your complete resume to
P.O. Box D
Murray. KY 42071

GREEN Acres Healthcare
is now taking applications
for certified nurse aides
Full or part time positions
Competitive salary. paid
Holidays, personal days.
paid vacation & 401K
Please apply in person to
Green Acres Healthcare
Farthing St
402 W
Mayfield, KY 42066

TACO'S Johns
Now hiring part time
Start at $6 00 per hour.
Workwith the best in a fun,
friendly atmosphere
Apply in person
between 1-5PM daily
No phone calls please.
E.O.E

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa! Mastercard Accepted

CARVIN 500 watt bass
amp. Harkte 410XL & 115B
cabs Peavey P.A 7591622
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
Picks. etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri.
9am- 3pm Sat. -

Domestic & Childcare
PART Time assistant needed at photo studio
On-site Commercial & Residential
BABYSITTER Needed
2-3 days per week Hours
3-5 days a week
9-5. Must be a people pert
5 30am- 1 30pm (Appx )
son & good with children
Call 345-2811 after 2p.m.
Experience helpful Call
CLEANING houses is my
270-527-0943
Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
business Reliable Call
PHARMACIST Needed in Linda 759-9553
Upgrades • Training • Networking
Mayfield Full time or part
EXPERIENCED caregiver
time No nights, weekends
• Programming
Honest, dependable. well
or Holidays. Call
trained with excellent refer800-745-0732.
ences. Call or leave mesSECRETARIAL Clerk for
sage for Annette. 474Ag related job. 32 hours
2320.
(270) 759-0431
per week. Computer expeHOUSE
PROFESSIONAL
Send
,tence preferred
CLEANING!
140
270
resume to P0 Box 1040-A
Affordable rates,
Want to Buy
Mobile Homes For Sate
tAurray, KY 42071.
satisfaction guaranteed.
TRUCK DRIVER
Very dependable.
CASH paid for good. used 28' WW House trailer with
TRAINING
Free estimates.
rifles, shotguns, and pis- full living quarters. Shower,
West KY Technical College
Good references.
Benson Sporting stove, AC & awning
tols.
Did
Training
Driver
Truck
Call 436-2102.
Goods, 519 S. 12th, $2500 Call after 5pm. 753you know that many comMurray.
,
0980
120
panies offer over $30.000
(Antique or 4 lots. 120ft/200ft 1997
FURNITURE
Computers
the very first year? Not to
Primitive). Collectables 16x70
mobile
home,
mention
other antiques, 1 piece garage, & other out buildand
Gateway,
1computers
2
'Guaranteed Home time
ings. Coleman RE 759relatively new and 1 or all Call 753-3633
'401K Retirement Plans
Ace/IBM compatible, fully OLD Log House or log 4118 Also 12x65 rent to
'Paid Vacations
functioning. No problems barn To be dismantled & own
'Satellite Communications
moved 830-997-8167
with either. $2100 for both
92 Fleetwood 16x80 3
Train in Mayfield,
Call 759-4406
bedroom, 2 bath. C/H/A.
Kentucky'
150
Set up, ready to move in.
MDM COMPUTERS
ASK ABOUT TUITION
Articles
759Stove/refrigerator.
All your computing needs
REIMBURSEMENT,
For Sal•
0213
Technician
Certified
A+
(888)722-1919
BIG SCREEN TV Take on HM & Sons Mobile Home
Micheal McDougal
EEEO M/F/D
small monthly payments Mover. 18yrs experience.
@759.3556
Good credit required 1- Licensed and insured in
800-718-1657
Kentucky and Illinois. 4373939.
FIREPLACE Insert &
blower. Price $75. Must
VERY nice roomy '93
remove insert. Leave
model. 16x80 spiral built
message at 753-0675.
mobile home. Located
KODIAK free standing between Kirksey & Stella
You can be one of
wood stove. Excellent con- on 1 acre lot Has 3Br., 2
the dedicated indidition with inside pipe, baths. lg wooden chilviduals who provide
screen and accessories. 1 dren's playhouse. 8x16
a stable home envirick wood included. Call tool shed w/ lean to.
ronment to children
489-2059 after 5:00pm will Garden area, well. & septo
unable
who are
tic, new in 96. Was listed
deliver $250.00 060
live with their natural
with realtor at $39,500.
parents or other fami60
Asking price S36,500.
ly members. Foster
Willing to negotiate terms
Home Furnishings
parents play a vital
w/ potential buyer. Please
role in the battle
call 753-4249 leave mesagainst child abuse
sage.

Computer Consulting

John R. Laffoon

)
CLASSIF7EL=3

GARY'S
DISCOUNT

WestView

197 Memorial Drive • Paris, TN
901-644-3821

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Prefer Certified but will train for certification
Full or Part Time (3-11 p.m. shift)

Big After
Christmas
Sale

F-4 Li R S

F.4 C

0 NA

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing
Part-Time (3-11 p.m. shift)

CONTACT: Knsty Weaver, RN
4762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

10
500
OFF

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
Medicare Supplement Policies.
' All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can wnte 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the policies will be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
L:ompanies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

oirt-s-mogoir,ior

All
Christmas
Merchandise
Gary's Discount

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.

Mon.-Sat. 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 NJ!wnv.idc 1-800-455-4199

• • O.•••

ex.

Put a smile on my face

and neglect.
Benefits include: Health/Dental Ins.; Life
Iris Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan: Attendance Bonus, Childcare: Tuition
Reimbursement

If you've considered becoming a foster
parent, give us a call. Foster parents are
eligible to receive tax-free compensation
and we offer 24-hour support.
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Recipe For ABeautiful Home...,
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
•hiorwalk -Stanley 'Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler
"C

?

P.,„ 111;3.1.y -

Speciliazed Alternative Family Environments
Free
Financing

1415 St. Rt. 45 N., Mayfield, KY 42066

Julie Denfip • 270-251-2661

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Paschall Truck Lines is seeking individuals for
its Murray office who are capable of obtaining
and scheduling business for its expanding market. Experience in sales and customer services
is desirable. Excellent telephone skills and
computer experience are needed. Position may
lead to advancement. PTL offers an excellent
compensation and benefits package. The position is full-time, regular hours, with benefits. If
you are seeking a challenging position, please
send your resume to:

12X52 2br 1 bath Ready
ANTIQUE bedroom suite to move into 753-9866
for sale, includes headboard, footboard. and 12X65 2br, 2 bath Good
dresser w/ mirror In excel- shape $3500 436-5064
lent condition $850.00 1995 CLAYTON 16x80,
Mattress
$75 00
box 3br 2 bath, $20,000 Call
springs $50.00 If interest- alter 5p.m. 753-0980
ed. call 759-2313 ask for
Holly Miles

;BREAKERS
a a IBSIIMI

2 Bedroom mobile home
7 miles south on Old
Murray Pans Rd. For more
information, call: 492-8625
or 492-8709.

Need Furniture? Bedding"
For the best possible prices
since 1958..

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

Paschall Truck Lines
Human Resources
Attn: George Stockton
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lanr,
(across from Memorial Gardens
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
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Mobile Homes For Rent
Time
1 a

in

3p

3 p.m

3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m

2BR., suitable for 1 or 2
people 5 miles Nodheas
of Wal-Mart S225/mo
deposit 753-6012
3BR, 11/2 bath. $275./
month. 753-6012.
DEXTER area. All appliances, W/D hookup. 2br., 1
bath. 270-527-0682. Leave
message.
HAZEL, 2Br 492-8526
NICE 2br, No pets
753-9866
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Estates/ Fox
COACH
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities, offer
City Police and Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95
753-3855.
LARGE Lot with city water,
sewer, natural gas and
cablevision Additional land
for horse pasture available
753-8251
LOT For Rent 753-9866

al
watt bass
OXL & 115B
P A 759-

ET MUSIC
et, Murray
s. Strings,
Hours:
Mon- Fri.
n Sat. -

aI

ing

1

Houses For Rent

11MILaks Properly

1BR, 2 blocks to MSU Low 3BR House 21/2 miles
income must qualify Equal East of Murray C/gas H/A
Housing Opportunity Call Dishwasher & stove furnished $725/ month &
436-5685
deposit 436-2165
1BR_ near MSU $225.00
Nice area, bright & roomy. 3BR, 2 bath brick. Near
University Partially furColeman RE. 759-4118.
needed 206
213H Apt near MSU C/gas nished, if
Available now
H/A. Refrigerator, dish- Woodlawn
759-9246
washer & stove furnished
$400/ 908 N 16th St. Murray.
$400/
month,
2/3br. 1 bath. All applideposit. 436-2165.
ances, W/D hookup. 2702BR Apt near campus, no
527-0682. Leave mespets. 753-5980 753-1203
sage.
after 5p m.
FULLY Furnished Lake
2BR Duplex. 1308
Front Homes. Utilities &
Diuguid. Call 753-1492.
cable T.V. included. $273
Mur-Cal
Call
1
bath
2BR
per week ($39 a night.)
Realty 753-4444
Available through March.
2BR. brick. W/D hookup, No pets Paradise Resorts
patio. No pets 5335/mo. Call 270-436-2767.
Call 753-6931.
STATE Line Road. 3br, 1
2BR. near MSU. $325
bath. No pets. Deposit &
Coleman
Water furnished
references required. Call
RE. 759-4118
753-8943.

2BR. newly redecorated;
near hospital. References
and deposit required. No
pets. 5275/ month
40'X40' metal building,
753-3415 or 753-0409
gas heat Located at
weekends
406 Sunbury Circle
2BR.. C/H/A gas, appliCall 489-2020
hookup
W/D
ance,
Or
Available now. 767-9038
489-2525
2BR., central gas heat
C-STORAGE
central air, near MSU
10x15 storage units, 4th St
$300 No pets Ask about
& Sycamore E Next to
PRIME building site avail- move-in free weekend
Cunningham Auto Repair
759-4118
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman Coleman RE
753-3571
RE. 759-4118.
2BR , central H/A appliCREEKVIEW STORAGESHADY 1/2 acre lots ances, deck, lawn main$20-540. On Center Drive
tance Ask about move-in
$100/mo 753-6012
Behind Tom's Grille
Coleman
free weekend
759-4081
300
RE 759-4118
MURRAY LOCK
Business Rentals
C'H/A.
Duplex
3BR
& STORE
kitchen appliances furPresently has units
753-7947.
nished.
available. 753-2905.
Office Space 3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A $650.1
Various size units
month 206 South 12th.
Neon Beach
Walnut Plaza
2br, 1 bath, $240./ month
Mini-Storage
104 N. 5th
753-3415 & 753-7123
All Size Units
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
753-8302 or
Available
Available now Coleman
753-9621
RE 759-4118

753-3853
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FOR 1
SE
Office Buildi rig in Murray

country style living. Watcn
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040.
Pricr,,i
REASONABLY
building lots now available.
Located just South of
Murray off .641 Green
Plains Estates offer several
attractive lots in affordable
price
ranges.
Owner
financing available. Call
evenings at 753-7463 or
489-2205
Acreage
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
270-441-2253.
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted. 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today. 7532905

EASTSIDE
1Q9)

separate(Ake areas if needed.

STORAGE

Homes For Sale

119 Main •753-6266

1712
Farmer .
Ave
1770sqft. home. 3br., 2
bath. LR. DR, den, privacy
fence. 12x20 finished out
building. $75,500. 7537122.

I.1.

Call for an appointment 2'70-753- I H90.

/ointments For Rent
1 bedroom apt. Stove, ref r
DM, MD and ceiling fans
Clean 270-753-9841 o
270-436-5496
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200'mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR apt. near campus,
no pets 753-5980 After
5pm 753-1203
1BR Apt. Fully furnished
Everything paid except
electric No pets. Extra
clean $265' month plus
deposit 436-6105
1BR APT. Partially furnished
Washer/ dryer
available No pets. 7679037.

UNFURNISHED 2br Apt
Water furnished $275.
month 753-4299
APT- 2br. townhouse.
Duiguid Dr. $325. Also 1 br.
$250. Coleman RE 759411R
LOOKING for an affordable
apartment? Well then visit
us Hilldale Apts. We have
spacious 1,2 & 3 bedroom
apartments
available.
Handicap
accessible.
Equal housing opportunity.
For more information call
437-4113 M-F 7:30Am3130PM. TDD# 1-800-5451833 Ext. 287
NEAR University
Extra large 2br apt
$350/ Month.
$200 Deposit.
753-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm

,

For Sale Or Line
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
with 2 car garage. For
lease or purchase. Call
753-4444- Day 759-1664
Evenings.

Get a car you want and credit
you deserve by calling the

AUTO LOAN PHONE
1
(,41I

1
er•

Pets & Supplies
CHRISTMAS Puppies!!
AKC Boston Bull Terriers.
270-354-8534
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
SHELTIE Puppies. AKC.
(Toy Collies). Sable &
white. 270-354-8211

•

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

HAY- horse and dairy quality in large rectangular
bales. 700- 750 lbs. avg.
Pure alfalfa or alfalfagrass mix. Price per ton
with truck loads.
270-345-2800

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
NORTH WOOD Duplex
753-0900

HORSEBOARDING available. Full or partial care v.,/
pasture optional New facilities w/ indoor arena. 3
miles from town. 270-7593537.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500. 1month
deposit, lyr lease No pets
753-2905
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
with garage Appliances
furnished with washer/
dryer Central gas H/A 1
year lease
1 month
deposit No pets 7532905

2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished
For Rent
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
3BR, 2 baths C/H/A 903
2BR
Duplex
1302 Southwood
Drive
Valleywood Dr $375' Available Dec 23 759month 759-4406
1610

ri
8

9

NEW house w/ 2200 sqft. 5
minutes north of Murray, 6n
1.4 acres. $117,000. Call
after 5PM. 753-7930. or
753-4499.

HASSLE
FREE

OAN
7 Minute Approval

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying.
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates

CLASSIFIED

3694 641 S.
Approx. 3 mi. S
of town.
Mon.-Thurs.
9 p.m.-?
HEATED Y2K SALE
Many items no computer required.

(Formerly at 805
Doran Rd.)

•

•
•sk

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING
Affordable rates, satisfaction guaranteed, very
dependable.
Free
Estimates. Good references. Call 436-2102.
ROOF LEAKING?
a
professional
Call
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial 270-435-4645

Complete Formal Wear Headquarter
Formal Wear
..ot.%
„
Ifir.ftPI A and Limousine 1..at1Pt.J.3.1i(
'. ."?.
t""
45MatiliS
Over 25 Years In Business

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Complete!) Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
We Specialize in

1985 YAMAHA 700cc
Maxim Good condition
24xxx original miles, new
tires, new oil, new front
brake pads $1100 obo
753-6743

.'11ivid Borders

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system.
1997 Yamaha Warrior. drive-ways. hauling, founExcellent condition /caking dations, etc 436-2113
$3400 Call 753-2452 after CARPORTS for cars and
5 30PM
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protecMOMS
tion, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
1990 Jeep Wrangler 492- CHIM
Chim
Chimney
8211
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
10°. SR Discount Tracy
Manning 435-4006

1.•

Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
.1 1'
I.
71110
41•••;,,

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands Kenmore 304
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

Cleaning.'

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

759-8252
630
Services Offered

TILE REPAIR
Clean- RegroutSeal- Replace
-We Make Old Tile
Look New"
All Work GuaranteedReferences Available
Sherwin Crouch
(270)489-2853
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg. aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

•

amb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Free E.stimates
24 Hr Servo e
Hedge Trimming
Tree SStump
Remota!

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
Puri/ Lamb

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial

Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction
Guaranteed"

759-1591
CLA S'SI/EL:)

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

Insured

•

• ••

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262

..'r Rentals begin at $29.99
:( Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
:( Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
.} Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party.
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Pans, TN 38242 Weddings, Proms Murray, lili 42071
19011642-5300
(5021753-13,
and Banquets.

FOR RENT $750 month + deposit
w/option to buy or lease
3 bedroom, 2 bath, fireplace, dining area, deck. Good location, 5
years new.

GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters, gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278

iramam4c•ressair

fk

FOR SALE OR LEASE

...
10
.1.••••
••••••
. •
•

\
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ILCOCALIL
Emma=MI/MINTS

Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc.

Ai (AWN,

Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones. Owner.
7:00401
17,021 753-1351

(egtlf•tZOA*it** Wet' 04t**441Vir
€0.

BASEMENT
SALE

FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

753-5827

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates. Day or night.
753-5484

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

753-7407

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.

,

877-937-2965

AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, gutter cleaning,
etc. 436-2867.

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9fi - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

CALL TOLL FREE

Global Mortgage Link

470
Motorcycles & ANS

Yard Sale

r:41,

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2614,
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured,
Completely
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734.

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
Services Offered

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CONTRACTING
Roofing vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL

WO/
9

EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double lot,
town's edge
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093

KANSAS Alfalfa 83 lb
average small square
$6 75 each Call 489-2945

•••-••••••••••1
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FREE!
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3 year old white appaloosa
gelding w/-papers Very
gentle, no bad habits 7537122.

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

LAKELAND WESLEY
VILLAGE. 1BR atrium apt.
utilities included Rent
based on income, 62
& older, handicapped
or disabled Supportive
services, meals on
wheels site, scheduled
transportation and activities. Beautiful Ky Lake
location 270-395-4493
Barbetta EHO

DIVORCED? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

(116ER

2BR 1 bath Gas heat,
near campus $47,000
898-8564 after 7p m

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas hie, 1yr
lease. 1 month deposit.
753-2905.
LAKELAND
RETIREMENT COMMUNITY. 2br
garden home apt, beautiful
location near KY Lake,
supportive services, activities. scheduled transportation and on site amenities.
$360.
Partial
utilities
included
270-354-8888
SIS EHO.

NEED A CAR?

460

STANDARD
Poodle
Puppies. AKC Registered.
Available late Jan. Red.
black, fully guaranteed.
Hand raised with children.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- Fantastic personality.
4br house wiwasher &
436-6062.
dryer. furnished, near
1BR like new, dishwasher,
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
now,
wid
available
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
Coleman RE 759-4118
753-0606 after 5pm.
15 YEAR Old Buck skin
registered Quarter Horse.
Gelding 6 year old Sorrel
registered Quarter Horse.
Gelding S1800 each Call
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
after 5p.m. 753-0980

Cr

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Finished
Installed
&
Workmanship
Quality
Rates
Affordable
Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs•
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
All
Carpentry,
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling,
additions,
porches, decks. Rotten
roofs.
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding. References.
Licensed & insured. Call
1996 Chev P.U. Ext Cab Larry Nimmo, Day- 753short bed Silverado. 5.7 li- 9372. Night- 753-0353
ter Vortech V8 28,000 Accept Visa or Mastercard.
miles. All power and CD
Including
ANTENNAS
$16,900. 759-4730.
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
1997 Dodge Ram 1500
amplifiers, and accesLarmie SLT 4x4 Club cab,
sories
loaded pwr everything,
Dish Network & Direct TV
extra clean, 57K miles,
Satellite Systems, Sales,
5.9L V-8. red with gray inteService and Installation
rior, new tires, bedliner,
Beasley's Antenna
topper, and side trim
& Satellite,
$18,495. 753-8355 or 759500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
9854.
502-759-0901.
1997 GMC Z-71. Ext. cab
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur20,xxx miles. $22,500
niture repair & custom
270-382-2921.
woodworking 753-8056

SOLD

Office building has six private offices, bathrooms, reception area, conference rooms,open work areas, file and mail
rooms, kitchen, storage areas and many amenities. New
heat and air units. Excellent condition.

This is a great building with much to offer in a desirable
location_

• .•••• •

Ices Offered

3 very nice log cabins
room w' bath on small
wooded
lot
Cypress 1987 MERCURY Grand
Springs area Priced to Marquis. 81,xxx miles 2nd
sell 901-641-6900 or 901- owner, cheap 753-9530
E44-1612 Johnny
1995 BUICK LeSabre
440
64,xxx miles Good
condition $9,200 obo
Lots For Sale
489-2230 after 4p.m
GORGEOUS Wooded 1.2 95 Mazda Protege DX,
acres in Oakwood Terrace 4dr., 5sp , 78,500 miles, 1
Off Oaks Country Club owner, good condition 5Road 230'x183.42' All 8PM 759-1622
hard wood trees. $19,500.
'97 silver Taurus. All power,
obo 759-4712.
keyless door entry, excelIF you live in a late model lent condition. $7150 Call
mobile home and are rent- 436-2682 anytime.
ing a lot, you can own your
own for about the same
Used Trucks
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre. prices $10,000 to
512,000, includes water, 1980 FORD F-250 4x4
septic, and driveway. 10 runs good $1800 Cal
mmn. north of Murray. Also after 5p m 753-0980
land/home packages avail- 1994 WHITE Chevy 3/4
able_ Call 270-437-4838.
ton truck_ 350 motor, 4x4.
MURRAY Estates. Lots for 38,xxx miles. $12,000.
sale, city limits. Private> 759-2141.

Office Building in excellent location in city. Office area is
newly renovated and has appx. 4000 sq. ft.

412LQ

O.'

Services Offered

storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536

Can sub-divide ill19

• ••••••
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Apartments For Rent

/

LIFT BASKETS AND BAGS

• All Occasions • Customized
Carol Block Ind. Salim Rap.
Laken.Ilatalog Sales
•••• Itontuchy
Can be seen al Main Street Memories, Murray
cs
PHIFAX: 753-4668 •888-897.9495 • bioektinek.net

gP
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Lamgniappe

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay .100'
of the Deductibles

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A, $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

iflurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
i Commercial Waste
Disposal
Ali Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

41C1PACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER

SL

Hwy. 641 S. • 759-5107

11 a.m. Celebration Service
Wed. 7 p.m. Prayer & Praise

--ir-our Ad Could Be
Here For
(13 week minimum)

"That WIt lontabons rata

,,etrt L4i

RepottIngServ..

*up,(himagu
gift Certificcatos

759-3695
2596 Brinn Rd.
rier of North 16th itr Poor Farm Rd.,

•

"

•

•

Sun. 10 a.m. Spiritual Training Classes

$7800
t1R

•

I Your Ad Could Be
Here For
17800
(13 week minimum)

•
•
;

..• ...• ••
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LET US purr you
BEHIND UR
WREllit or A
Qum= USED
CAR OR Ira=
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boss, do more than your share. Express
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
key concerns Tonight. All's well that
ends well
Wood
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Electronics, Inc.
*** Don't make assumptions Check
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Dec
all the facts Your diligence could
1999
out
28.
753-0530
Your concerns this year range from the make all the difference in overcoming a
to PRIMESTAR
practical to the ethereal. from banal to potential misunderstanding. Use your
18" Satellite FREECustom
ers!!
profound Others often have trouble instincts. A child or loved one is
Systems
keeping up with you Clanfy what you demanding. but all he wants is your
say. as well as question the information attention Tonight You need a break.
Dish Network
DIRECTI,
you receive You succeed through plan- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
OR
Come see us at our new locatiw.
ning. networking and resourcefulness If **** Use your diplomacy to circum
DirecIV
you are single. a friendship could navigate a problem. Another could he
408 N. 12th St.
Hut
become a lot more If attached, a rela- cantankerous anyway Make judgments
Free sell inst s
NNNN coodsatellite.com
tionship heats up because of a greater from a monetary: viewpoint A family
commitment that the two of you decide member may attempt to push you into a
to make Caring flows between you and project. Relax and go with the Bow
your mate, though here, too, you will fre- Tonight: Where your friends are.
quently need to clarify communication SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 2h
'
**** Demands at work take user
LIBRA triggers you
and you'll need to shift into high gear
Lowest Price In Town
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll You have the understanding and creativi4-Positive. ty to make what you want happen. Others
5-Dynamic.
Have
could he testy at first. however. Instincts
3-Average. 2-So-so, I-Difficult
701 South 12th St.
will lead you in the right direction
19)
l
- In the limelight
389
21-Apn
Tonight
(March
753-4
ARIES
.
** ** Another is confused, and con- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
vincing him to follow your logic will he **** Take an overview with a probNew & Used 100 lbs.
ble Use your high energy to lem that unnerves you. How successful
impossi
Whitnell Ave
cylinder for sale
focus on what you want. Enjoy a land- you are when dealing with those behind
mark occasion, make the most of this the scenes depends on your ability to be
eient Network and reach out for others easygoing. A fnend comes through for
Tonight Accept an invitation
you in a big way. Use care with spending
.
TAURUS April 20-May 20r
47V
Tonight Build on your personal security
t-***** Listen more Let others work AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18)
through a lingering misunderstanding in *** * Your high-voltage energy
Check Out
clip'-out secI
1 Dial-A-Service is a handy
their own fashion Express your interest bnngs a project to fruition. You get rid ol
clasthe
in
The
y
Monda
each
g
runnin
tion
and caring Use your natural understand- extra work and clear your d6k as well
Classifieds
ing ot human nature to create a better Invitations surround you. but make
sifieds. You get a 2\1 display ad, regutor
O.
working relationship Tonight: A com- choices that benefit your work for now
In The
larly priced at .i12
markt pertormance for a VIP
A friend could confuse plans. You can
I (May 21-June 20)
k!
GEMIN
LE-7i-x;FR & T:\
Wee
it out. Tonight: Togetherness counts
sort
A
$6
iy
On
*** Take time for a firmly member PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
•
Minimum ot 11
who cares a lot about you Do needed **** Build on a friendship. Let oth16
753-19
dial
h to bring a key project to fruition ers make strong choices but question
or
researc
today
office
our
Stop by
Good news comes your way once, you diplomatically if you think. they are oftclear out a misunderstanding. Co-work- base Show your caring in a way that
ers pitch in Together, you make quite a counts to others. You get long-desired
team Tonight Home.
results Act on your instincts financially
CANCER (June 21-July 221
Tonight: Out and about.,
**** Build on a new foundation
One-on-one relating breaks patterns that BORN TODAY
haie been unproductiie Though you Actor Denzel Washington (1954), singer
might miss another's message. the Edgar Winter I 1946). actress Maggie
Shelter to process of clarifying it brings you in a lot Smith 1934)
iw
all.
costs
claims
duced
(..omheiter Mutual Insurance
*5*
closer Share your feelings Seek greater
reduce its auto insurarKe rates.
yany will l-iiier its Kentucky auto
of the financial world
anding
underst
insuranci• rates The chance ix ill
Most policyholders will see re- Tonight At a favorite spot
hei:onie ,.‘tte1/4.tric tor new business
ductions in their collision and ci)m- LEO dub. 23-Aug. 22)
and tor. renewals on
tin Dec
prehenstie coierages. Rates for li- .**** 'Take an overview rather than
Feb I
ability and medi,•al.payments could getting plugged into someone else's
cu.- money concerns A risk might not pay
Harold "Ja,k - Romaine reprerise or tall. based on each
n.
locatio
and
limits
off Discuss what is going on A partner
sents Shelter in NIurrai
policy
.
tomer'
to
nt
ss
epre.e
ill
iin
takes a strong action that allows you
The rate reductt
one.
almost
loied
a
affect
Indulge
will
The change
open a new door.
an aierage sai trigs ot S1S per year
i- 47.835 polii:yholders in the state
Tonight Your treat
per policx - a total tit approx
111U1,
mutual
a
is
N'IRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22)
nce
Insura
Mutual
Shelter
Shelter
tor
match $8-6().(Nr)
li1,4(X)
with
**** Misunderstandings could protirle-linc,company •
auto insurance ..:ustomers in Ken than you want to deal with A
censed agents in 13 midvestern ioke more
does not see eye to eye
clearly
up
higherfirtn•s
st_nki southern states. The
National _trend_s_el declintng car
a
with you. Producti‘ity does count with
\1.•
,i• •

Your
Paper?

s49.95

Call
753-1916

d

LI.P. Gas Refills
B&B Brokers

7534927
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Attention
Classified Advertisers!
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Shelter Mutual to
lower auto rates
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1999 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT Pickup - st. #

00101.1 V-8, Auto, NC,P/W, P/L, T/C, 28,000 miles
$20,975

d ,75
1999 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. -# 00241.12R0e9
V-8, Auto, AC, P/W, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles

be
cat

$19,995

1999 Dodge Intrepid - St. #00158.1 V-6, Auto, NC,

COI

life

P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette, only 11,000 miles

CO:

$15,#986
1999 GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup _St.

obt
Cot

ma
del
dec
use

00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8, Auto, NC, PAN, P/L,
$24,986
T/C, Only 4,000 miles
1998 Dodge Durango SLT 4x4 - St. # 00284.1
muilregsandy, V-8, P/VV, P/L, Front & Rear NC, 25,000
B

$22,986

1998 Chevrolet 1500 W/S Pickup - St. # 00274.1
Maroon, PS/PB, NC, Only 12,000 miies $13,995
1998 Chevrolet Malibu LS - St. #00229 1 V-6,

Auto, NC, PW, P/L, T/C, Cassette, 31,000 miles .

$12,995
1998 Chevrolet Venture LS - St. # 00219.1 Tan, V6, Auto, NC, PAN, P/L, T/C, 27,000 miles

$15,995

1997 Toyota RAV4 - St. -# 00183.1 4DJiurgandy,
Auto, NC. P/W, P/L, T/C, 48,000 miles $13,986
1997 Ford Explorer 2WD XLT - St. # 00243.1 V-8,
Leather, P/W, P/L, T/C, 54,000 miles

$16,995

1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab 4x4 SLT - St. #

00251.1 Red/Tan, V-8, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C,
,450
49,000 miles

o
a1d9
1997 Chevrolet 1500 ExCab 4x4 Silver$
Red
P/L
Pickup - St. #00199.1 V-8, P/W,
$18,986
Auto,
$7,9
1996 Dodge Dakota - St # 00147.1 White, V-8.
NC

v-6.
1996 Ford Windstar GL - St. #00186.1 silver.
95
$10.9
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, TIC
1996 Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup - St. # 00220.1
6
80
90
3,,0
42
Burgandy, V-8, Auto, NC, PAN, P/L, T/C, 1

001f111"1

miles

1996 Dodge 1500 Conversion Truck - St. #

..
00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles.

$13,995

$30
VALUE

Get Your

UE)
VAL.

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
5
6
7
8

1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

,
1996 Chevy S-10 LS - St. #00198.1 Blue, PS/PB
5
$6,99
A/C, Cassette

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION
9
10
11
12

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

13
14
15
16

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

V-8,
1996 Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. # 00165.2

Co,

$1,995.
Black, Auto, NC. P/VV, P/L TiC, 58,000 miles

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

pains This examFIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and
neurological
ination riorrrally costs S30 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic
in the
motion
excess
or
d
for
tion
restncte
examina
an
nt
check
alignme
test a blood pressure test_ a spinal
spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results
FREE.

2
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. # 00135
$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles
up - St.
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pick

..
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, NC, PS/1'B, 41,000 miles.
995
$10,
ed
Reduc

Dr. Dennis L. Heskeft, D.C.
Ti-us entire examination is FREE if you want more
care and treatment, we do all the paperwork

$30
VALUE

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass

Murray, KY 42071

759-1116

TO C
UJC

V-6,
1995 Chevrolet S10 LS - St. #00265.1 White,
$7,995
Auto, PS/PB, A/C, 33,000 miles
e Neon - St. # 00077.2 4D, Red, PS/PB,

REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMAND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT
A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
AS
MED
IS
PERFOR
NT
WHICH
OR
TREATME
TION
S
EXAMINA
BURSED FOR PAYMENT FOP ANY OTHER SERVICE
FOP THE FREE SERVICE ExAMt•M'IOn. OR 'REATMFhT

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

To
MCP
DOC!
lORTE

1995 Dodg

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU

NC, Auto
,
1995 Pontiac Grand AM SE - St. # 00218.2$45D995
2
$5,87
Maroon, Auto, NC, 77,000 miles
Red, V1995 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St 00175.1
miles
0
8, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C, 82,00

$11,986

4WD,
1995 Chevy Tahoe LS - St # 00214.1 4D,
$18,995
Red, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C

The Ultimate Party Source
•

New Years Eve
Party Supplies
Hats - Blowouts Serpentines - Poppers
Get Them Before
They Run Out!!

111A1141
Oak.
Lone
Center in
ing
Shopp
Marketplace
11‘
Truck
‘
in the
Sn*
Lakeview DrOak t
Lone
and
,
Rd. Dn.e To
Corona
Lone OA
W
'Take A
intersection of
Reg.
lob
Miche
At the

Reg.&

&

2/12 pk. bottles
...

Freixenet
Cordon
Negro

Brut

999

•

750 ml.

Korbel
Brut &
Extra-Dry

'
-,

M&R

Asti J

Moet & a
Chandon 4
Brut 0

• 999 ,. . 3495 2
'
12"i
750 ml.

Open New Year's Eve
'Til 10 p.m.
Prices Effective Thru
Jan. 1st 2000
cor.014

Igi

0
,
750 ml. -==.;'
41.1110

A.

Light

1994 Ponti

Red, 66,000 miles

6
PaCk

Case

Case

$8,450
Auto, A/C, Cassette, Red, 64,000 miles
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266.2 V-8,
$7,995
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles
- St. #
1994 Checrolet 1500 4x4 Stepside Z71
995
$13,
00283.1 V-8, Auto, New Tires
ac Firebird - St. # 00083.1 V-6, Auto, A/C,

699

•5

Coors • Coors Light

12.88

Light

, NC,
1995 Ford Escort SW - St. #00185.1 White
95
$6,9
P/S, P/B, Only 35,000 miles
V-6,
1995 Dodge Dakota Sport - St. # 00088.2

750 ml.
1 . ,
%i

$5,995
miles
,5
1994 Plymouth Laser - St. # 00106.1 A/C, PS/PB

Open
New
Years
Day

Auto
,
1994 Lincoln Continental - St. # 99356.1 Silver
Reduced $7,995
All Power, Leather

1993 Dodge Shadow - St. # 00257.1 4D, Auto, NC,
$3.995
84,000 miles
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
Truck Company."
"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or

- cf
Pit-PPt-/e
2400 E. Wood St.
Dodge

- 270-554-0943
2801 Lone Oak Road - Paducah, KY 42001
'til 11 P.M.
day
Satur
&
y
Open 8 A.M. -10P.M. Frida

1••=Mi•

Auto.
1994 Plymouth Acclaim - St. # 00202.1 V-6,
P/L, T/C, 1 owner local car, 64,000

Dodge Trighs

8 a.m. till 11 p.m.

•

4b.

VAIr

Dodge

Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

0

L111,11s1i
Plymouth

Tip

•
•••-

•
••

•

as
;

„

e.

-0- -0-
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MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

5

.4.

6

DEAR DR. GOTT: My II-year-old
daughter insists on using hair spray.
I'm not wild about the idea but cannot
give her any factual reasons for my
objection. Can you help?
DEAR READER: I wish I could, but
hair spray will not affect her health.
Nonetheless, I agree that the use of
this product is inappropriate at her
age; it is an example of what has been
called the "hurried child syndrome,"
the tendency of some youngsters —
predominantly girls — to rush
through their childhoods by adopting
adult trappings, such as hair spray
and dyes, lipstick, mascara and other
"grown-up" items.
Perhaps the best approach would
be an honest one, in which you indicate that hair spray is not a necessary
component of a healthy 11-year-old's
life. She may choose one day to use
cosmetics, stay up late, date and
obtain a job — but not now. That stuff
comes when a pre-adolescent has
matured a little more and has, by
demonstrating good judgment and
decision-making, earned the right to
use adult products.

PEANUTS LIVES ON!

35

95

86

95
C.

50

186

to,

•10
11111.
1.
"
STARTING JANUARY 4. YOU'LL FIND
CLASSIC MOMENTS FROM YOUR FAVORITE
CHARACTERS — CHARLIE Blzowri.
SNOOPY. Lucy. LINCS. PEPPERMINT PATTY
AND THE REST OF THE PEANUTS GANG!
TURN TO YOUR COMICS PAGE ON
JANUARY 4 AND THEREAFTER FOR
CLASSIC PEANUTS, AND ENJOY THE
MAGIC OF ONE OF THE BEST-LOVED
COMIC STRIPS IN HISTORY,

Don't be suckered in by the age-old
argument that "all my friends do it."
By taking a firm stand, you'll be reinforcing an important parental policy:
Making sure that your daughter does
not adopt the facade of appearing
older than she really is. Later, she
may thank you. And, I hope. she will
be less likely in the future to attempt
to appear younger than she really is.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 59 and had
breast surgery, because of chronic
shoulder pain, last year. What a mistake. I've had to have subsequent skin
grafts, scar tissue causes me constant
pain, and there are places that still
have not healed. What can I do now?
DEAR READER: I am sorry that
you have had trouble but, as I'm sure
you know, no surgical procedure is
guaranteed to be free of risks and
complications. The disastrous result
you experienced from breast-reduction surgery may not have been due to
anything you or your surgeon did
wrong. Nonetheless, you are left with
an unacceptable consequence that
needs treatment.
Possibly, you could be helped by a
surgical revision. To that end, I advise
you to seek a second or third opinion
from a qualified plastic surgeon.
Specialists in medical centers are
often quite skillful at restoring patients
to normal after unsuccessful surgery.
Ask your doctor to refer you to the
plastic surgery department of a teaching hospital or university health center. There, using sophisticated techniques, super-specialists may be able
to help you solve your problem. To give
you related information, I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report "An
Informed Approach to Surgery." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title. _
,21999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
(
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DEAR ABBY: For the last nine
years, thousands of your readers
have written and called us at the
American Optometric Association to
apply for free eye care available to
low-income working people through
VISION USA.
Although this service helps
people of all ages, VISION USA
2000 will mark the start of the program's emphasis on aiding children.
This focus aligns with VISION
USA's commitment to "America's
Promise — The Alliance for Youth,"
a program headed by retired Gen.
Colin Powell and dedicated to helping "at risk" youth.
Each year, more than 7,000
optometrists donate their services
to VISION USA. Since the program's beginning, free eye exams
have been provided to more than a
quarter of a million children and
adults. Among those helped was an
8-year-old boy diagnosed with a
detached retina. The VISION USA
optometrist arranged for eye
surgery at no cost, which saved the
boy' vision.
An 11-year-old girl who was
extremely nearsighted had broken
her glasses and her parents couldn't
afford new ones. AfteP a new pair
was donated, she reported that she
could now see the chalkboard even
from the back of the classroom. One
young girl was thought to have a
learning disability, but after an eye
exam, it was discovered that she
was farsighted and had a high
degree of astigmatism. With
glasses, she is now able to see, and
her schoolwork has improved
considerably.
We hope you will alert your readers to the VISION USA 2000 program. Application forms are available now from VISION USA,243 N.
Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO
63141, or on the AOA Web site
(www.aoanet.org) in the "Meet the
AOA" section (click on the VISION
USA logo). Many libraries now offer
free Internet access for persons
without a home computer. Completed forms must be postmarked
by Jan. 20,2000.
Abby, we appreciate your support of VISION USA. You are helping many hardworking, deserving
people and their children to see
better and to have healthy eyes.
HARVEY P. HANLEN,0.D.,
PRESIDENT,AMERICAN
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION
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Ten ears ago

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has retained its designation as
a Rural Referral Center, according
to Stuart Poston, administrator.
Published is a picture of the
Pace family. On Christmas day.

Joyce Gibson celebrated with her
father. Jack Pace, after reuniting
with him in September after 45
years of separation. Also pictured
are Mary Colson and Audrey Kitson.
Births reported include a girl to
Melissa and Richard Check and a
boy to Pamela and Harold Saddoris, Dec. 21.
Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

ert Ingram and three children on
Snow Road in the Coldwater community was destroyed by fire about
2:30 a.m. on Christmas day.
Births reported include a girl to
St*
and Mrs. Jan Brice Howell,
Mr.
DEAR ABBY: I have recently Dec. 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
become aware of my impressionable
personality. Growing up as a child I Ralph Wright, Dec. 13.
Couples celebrating their 50th
used to help my father roll joints
and eventually started smoking pot. wedding anniversaries were Mr.
During my college years, my room- and Mrs. Kermit Smith on Dec. 14:
mate was a purse-snatcher and I Mr. and Mrs. Bert A. Garland, Mr.
started snatching purses with him. and Mrs. Artie Hutchens, Dec. 21;
Just recently, I started a job with a Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Lawrence,
man who cross-dresses. The high
24; Mr. and Mrs. Rupert (Bill)
heels are ruining my feet and I Dec.
Dec. 25.
Parks,
miniskirts.
in
good
very
don't look
Thirty years ago
Please help me.
The people of Murray and CalSUGGESTIBLE IN LAS VEGAS
loway County got their wish for a
DEAR SUGGESTIBLE: You white Christmas with a six inch
not only have an impression- snowfall blanketing the city and
able personality, yo'r also have county on Christmas Eve- night.
a bizarre sense of humor.
Most all major roads in the county
were cleared of ice and snow on

Famous Hand
Forquet knew for certain that
West had started with seven hearts
and three clubs, and had also followed suit twice in spades. His only
unknown card,therefore, hadto be
V 98 5
a diamond or a spade.
•A 108
If the card was a diamond,
4432
Forquet reasoned,the odds were 7EAST
WEST
1 that it would be a low diamond
•J1084
•96
ratherthan the queen.Accordingly,
V—
VKQJ7432
* 9765432 he led dummy's eight of diamonds
*Q
to thejack,confident ofa favorable
4 10 5
+J 9 7
outcome. But alas, West's only diaSOUTH
mond was the queen, and Forquet
+ A 32
went down four!
VA 106
"DOWN FOUR?" said his wife
•KJ
incredulously. "Down four,"
+A K Q86
Forquet replied sadly.
The bidding:
Subsequentanalysisrevealed
South
North East
West
that the 16-time world champion
Pass 3 NT
3V
Pass
had actually misplayed the hand!
6 NT
Pass
4 NT
Pass
At the point where he led the diaOpening lead — king of hearts.
mond from dummy, he could have
Pietro Forquet,an Italian star assured the slam 100 percent by
who in the 1960s and '70s was playing the king from his hand!
ItWestshowed outofdiamonds,
regarded by many of his peers as
the best player in the world, tells it would mean that he had started
this story on himself. He was play- with three spades and the suit was
ing rubber bridge with his wife as divided 3-3. If West followed suit in
his partner, and he got to six diamonds,even with a low one,the
slam would still be ice-cold. In that
notrump as shown.
West led the king of hearts, case,Forquet would play a spade to
taken with the ace, and Forquet dummy's king and lead the fourth
ran five club tricks, discarding spade back, taking care to discard
two hearts from dummy. He next his jack of diamonds on the trick!
cashed the A-Q ofspades,at which That would compel East 1.o win the
point he paused to take stock, spade and return a diamond into
since he had onlyllsure tricks in dummy's A-10 at trick 12, yielding
the slam.
sight.

West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K Q 7 5

Hi, IM ANTH0NY
1 CAME To SEE
ELIZABETH.
1

AN1I4orty ! I REMEMBER
yoU— ARE you AND
ELIZABETH STILL SEEING
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directives
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you CAmET0 SEE ELIZABETH,
BUT yOU'RE NOT SEEING
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41 Informer
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worry
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49 Horn sound
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publico
52 Sacred
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53 Wire
screening
54 "I've seen a
mouser
55 Quote
56 Individuals
57 Court matter
58 Cook slowly

(baseball)
8 Army vehicle
12 Singing bird
13 Be indebted
14 Bad
15 — Fitzgerald
16 Card game
17 Rockfish
18 Wise
counselor
20 Andy of "60
Minutes"
22 Hint
23 School of
whales
24 Tropical
flower
27 Builds
31 Regret
32 That woman
33 Complied
37 Removes dirt
40 Mine find
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Army Pfc. Clyde N. Downs. son
of Mr. and Mrs. David C. Downs,
is serving with the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Knight and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Mead.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Farmington. High team
scorers were Thomas Lamb for
Almo and McClain for Farmington.
Fifty years ago
Otto Swann, H.W. (Stub) Wilson. Burman Parker, Grayson

McClure. Wilson Hughes. Galen
Thurman Jr.. Verble Taylor, Ray
Sinclair, Waylon Rayburn, Pete
Gregory, Roy Chandler and W.B.
Moser are new officers of the Murray Lodge of Woodmen of the
World.
In high school basketball games,
Murray High beat Salem. Robert
Glin Jeffrey was high scorer for

Murray and broke the record of 44
points in a game of his father, Glen
Jeffrey, of 42 points in a game in
1926. Maxfield was high scorer for
Salem

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 27, the
361st day of 1999. There are lour
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 27, 1979, Soviet forces
seized control of Afghanistan.
Babrak Karmal succeeded President Hafizullah Amin, who was
overthrown and executed.
On this date:
In 1927, the musical "Show
Boat," with music by Jerome Kern
and libretto by Oscar Hammerstein
II, opened at the Ziegfeld Theater
in New York.
In 1932, Radio City Music Hall
opened in New York.
In 1945, the World Bank was
created with an agreement signed
by 28 nations.
In 1947, "Howdy Doody," the
children's TV program, debuted on
NBC.
In 1949, Queen Juliana of the
Netherlands granted sovereignty to
Indonesia after more than 300 years
of Dutch rule.
In 1968, Apollo VII and its three
astronauts splashed down safely in
the Pacific.
In 1970, the musical "Hello,
Dolly!" closed on Broadway after
2,844 performances.
One year ago: Six inmates, including four convicted killers, escaped from Riverbend Maximum
Security Institution in Tennessee.
All were recaptured by the end of
next day. A week after she was

born weighing just 10.3 ounces, the
smallest of the Houston octuplets,
Chijindu Chidera, died.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

26.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Galyen, Dec.
-19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Paul King 'and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Logan Dodd, Dec. 20.
Thirty members of the Beta
Club of Calloway County with
their sponsors, Myrtle Jones and
Betty Riley, attended the Kentucky
Beta Club convention in Louisville
the first of December.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

ACROSS

EACH

A/C,

DEAR DR. HANLEN: I'm
pleased to help spread the
word.
Readers, from Jan. 3 to Jan.
:n, 2000, low-income working
people can be screened for eligibility for VISION USA by calling (800) 766-4466. Phone lines
will be open weekdays from 7
a.m. to 9 p.m. (CST). Interested
persons are encouraged to
apply early, in writing, because
of the heavy demand for the
phone lines in January.
To qualify for the free eye
care, persons must: have a job
or live in a household where
there is one working member;
have no health insurance that
covers eye examinations; have
an income below an established
level based on household size;
and have had no eye exam
within the last two years. Eligibility requirements may vary in
some states.
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9 Tie the score
10 One (Ger t
11 -- one's
cards right
19 French
affirmative
21 Wooden pole
24 Gold (Sp I
25 — -a-dub
26 So-so grade
28 Tea variety
29 Decimal base
30 Grads -to-be
34 Children
35 Make a
mistake
36 More
profound
37 Swindlers
38 Map abbr
39 Morals
42 World War II
area
43 Pertaining to
the dawn
44 Sheep's shed
46 Reword
47 Repetition
48 Killed
51 Female ruff
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GIVING BLOOD SAVES LIVES

. r

„.

On any given day in
the United States
approximately 40,000
units of red blood cells
are needed.
According to Beth
Wiggins. blood donor
recruiter. the holidays is
when blood donations are
needed the most. Blood
donations are usually low
because of this busy time
of the season and is' the
reason January is
designated National
Volunteer Blood Donor
Month.
Giving blood is safe.
easy. fast and saves lives.
The U.S. surgeon General
and all medical authorities
agree that it is not possible
to catch any disease by
giving blood. Following
registration. you will
answer simple medical
histurv questions and
receive a mini-physical.
Then. you will roll up
your sleeve, feel only a
pinch, and your five to

eight minute donation will
be over before you know it.
Afterward, you can relax
for a few minutes with
refreshments. The entire
life-saving process takes
approximately one hour.
You will be helping
children, adults. accident
victims, people undergoing
surgery. maybe even a
family member, co-worker
or friend.
Donations are processed
•
into a variety of blood
components. Each
donation can save the life
of as many as four people.
After blood is donated, a
number of tests are
performed.
Donated blood is stored
in refrigeration for up to
35 days and first-time
donors will he notified
within four weeks of their
blood type. If a disease
is detected in a donor's
blood, the donor will
be notified by a
confidential letter.

A blood donor must meet
the following criteria:
• Be in good health
• Weight at least 110 lbs.
• Be at least 18 years of age
(or 17 with a parent or
guardian's signature)
• Pass the physical and
health history
examinations given prior
to donation
• Wait eight weeks before
donating again
So where can you go to
donate blood? Murray- Calloway County Hospital
Blood Bank, located on the
hospital's first floor, is open
Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
MCCH is also equipped to
accept platelet donations.
An appointittent is required
and platelets are drawn on
Tuesdays.
For more information on
how you can help save lives
or for more information about donating platelets
call Beth Wiggins at
(270) 762-1119.

HEALTHEX 1Q55
The h((1)itars I kaltit Express %%Ai he offering blood pressure checks, pulse and
osteoporosis screenings at its stops during January.
To prepare for the _osteoporosis test,' there are three simple things you can do
beltire hand:
-- For the'sake of convenience and time, wear socks, anklets or knee-high
stockings. Panty hose will have to be removed.
-- Remove ankle bracelets and any other article of jewelry from your feet
and ankles. They will interfere with the test.
-- If you have an open sore or cut on either foot, inform the operator before
being tested.
Osteoporosis affects 23 million American women, 75 percent of whom don't even
know they have it. However. osteoporosis is preventable and treatable. Today, we
are better equipped to detect and treat bone loss in its earliest stages.
These screenings are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are
no symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing \ymptoms, you should see your
physician
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 26
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 12
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 5
Murray
• Hazel
•
▪ Murray
Olympic Plaza
Dee's Bank
Sav-A-Lot
10- 30 a.m. 1:00 p.m.
Noon - 3:00 p.m.
8.30W 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
THURSDAY, JAN. 27
MONDAY, JAN. 17
• Murray
• Murray
THURSDAY, JAN. 6
• Lynn Grove
Weaks' Center
Chen Theater
9:00 - 11:00 a.m.
8:30. 11:30 a.m.
Crawford Service Station
10:30 a.m. - '1:00 P.m.

FRIDAY, JAN. 7
• 94 East

Community Events
DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
THURSDAY, JANUARY 6 & FRIDAY, JANUARY 7
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.• MCCH Third Floor Classroom
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be held for persons with diabetes. Speakers
include Ann Ingle, R.N., certified diabetes educator, Rebecca Wright, M.S. R.D., licensed
dietitian, and Mike Pipkin, R.Ph., pharmacist.
Pre-registration is required for this program and space is limited. For more information or to
arrange your registration, call(270)762-1490 or 1-800-342-6224, ext. 490.

COOPER/CLAYTON SMOKING CESSATION PROGRAM
THURSDAYS, JANUARY 6 THROUGH MARCH 30
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.• MCCH Private Dining Room
This effective smoking cessation method addresses all aspects of smoking and utilizes nicotine
gum or nicotine patches. There are 12 intensive education sessions taught by the Calloway
County Health Department and MCCH.
Pre-registration is required for this program: For more information or to register, call Elizabeth
Hyde. Community Outreach R.N., at(270) 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224, ext. 394.

WINNING BY LOSING WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
TUESDAYS, FEBRUARY 1 THROUGH MARCH 28
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.• MCCH Private Dining Room
MCCH is offering this nationally recognized weight loss program to the public beginning in
February. Winning by Losing teaches you how to lose weight with small, healthy changes in
daily food and exercise habits. The cost of the class is $150.00. For those who attend all
sessions, there is a $50 rebate plus a one-month, free membership to the MCCII Wellness Center
that is due to open the summer of 2000.
Pre-registration is required for this program. For more information or to register, call Elizabeth
Hyde. Community Outreach R.N., at(270) 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224, ext. 394.:

A DAY FOR HEARTS
MONDAY, FEBRUARY /4
7:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.• MCCH Private Dining Room
The Health Express will offer free cholesterol screenings from 7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. Once you have
had your blood drawn,enjoy a complimentary breakfast with heart-healthy foods. From 9 a.m.
to 11 a.m., educational programs on cardiology, cardiac medications, diet, exercise and a tour of
the cardiac rehabilitation unit will be given.
If you are-interested in the screening, 12-hours of fasting is required. If you have had your
cholesterol checked in the last five years through a screening format, permission from your
physician is needed.
For more information, call Elizabeth Hyde,Community Outreach R.N., at(270) 762-1394 or
1-800-342-6224, ext. 394.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes
!MATERNITY

CARE

listed here as part of our Miracle Moments Maternity
Service. Pre-registration is required for all classes. For
more information, to arrange for a personalized tour of the
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to pre-register for any classes, call(270) 762-1425.
MURRAY- January Prepared Childbirth
MON., JAN. 3, 10, 17, 24
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education ling
Sibling Class- Tues. Jan. 11, 7-8 p.m.,
Third Floor Classroom

MURRAY- February Prepared Childbirth
OPTION 1: MON., JAN. 31, FEB. 7, 14, 21
OPTION 2: THURS., FEB. 3, 10, 17, 24
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit

1 2 30 - 3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, JAN. 25
•

Duncan's Grocery
1 .00 p.m.
1030 am

Murray
Court Square
8:30 11:30 a.m.
12:30 3:00 p.m.

SUPPORT GROUPS
ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
INFORMATION
Support Group Meetings
TUESDAYS, JAN. 11 & 25
4:30 p.m.. Board Room
Memories Group
for Alzheimer's Clients
FRIDAYS, JAN. 14 & 28
10 a.m.. Private Dining Rm
For information about any
Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale.(270) 762-1108

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT

THURSDAY, JAN. 13
6:30 a.m.• Administration
Annex Conference Rm
Contact MCCH Chaplain.
Kerry Lambert at
(270) 762-1274.

TUESDAY, JAN. 25
7:00 p.m. • MCCH Third Floor
Classroom
Contact Jeannie Hutson,
(270) 762-1537, or Marlane
Newell,(270) 753-0043.f,

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

THURSDAY, JAN. 27
7:30 p.m. .Administration
Annex Conference Room
Lontact Hilda Bennett at
Shared Care, adult day care, (901)498-8324 or Kerry
will provide free sitter
Lambert, MCCH Chaplain,
service during Alzheimer's
(270) 762-1274.
meetings. If interested, call
(270) 753-0576 by Monday

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT

WEDNESDAYS, JAN. 5 & 19
10:30 a.m.• Private Dining Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
MSN, CS,(270)489-2284 or
Janie at (270) 753-9015.

PARKINSON'S
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, JAN. 11
1:00 p.m.• West View
Nursing Home
Contact Dixie Hopkins,
speech language pathologist,
at (270) 762-1573 or
Nancy Lyell, LPN, or
Activities Assistant Shanna '
Jackson at (270) 767-3679.

CARDIAC
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, JAN. 11
3:00 p.m.• Private Dining Rm
Contact Sharon Paschall,
R.N., at (270) 762-1170.

There's No Better Time To
Enjoy Life!
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's PrimeLife, the
exciting health and
wellness program for
people age 55 and older, is
gearing up for an activityfilled winter.
JAN. 10 - MARCH 18
Fitfor Life
The next series of Fit for Life
classes begins Jan. 10. There
are currently three classes
available. Monday,
Wednesday,or Friday from
9 a.m. to 10 a.m. and
10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. A
beginner class is offered on
Tuesday and Thursday from
9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Pre-registration is required.
Call 270-762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

FRI., JAN. 14
Senior Oral Health
Join Dr. Randy K. Taylor, a
Murray dentist for a free
informative seminar on oral
care. If you have questions
about dentures, dryness in
your mouth, loss of teeth, or
gum disease join us in the
third floor education unit.
Pre-registration is required.
Call(270)762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.
For a membership
application, brochure or for
more information, call
(270) 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

FEB. 7 - 17
Florida 2000
Just when the weather in
western Kentucky is the
coldest, it's time for
PrimeLife to head south
PrimeLife members can
enjoy a 10-day motor coach
tour that begins in Daytona
Beach and continues through
St. Augustine, Hollywood,
Homestead, Ft. Meyers and
Clearwater. The trip includes
serveral unique sight seeing
opportunities and much
more!
For a detailed itenerary and
cost information call,
270-762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

'M
61iivin,96(14(41I
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100

